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The seniors prepare to say goodbye as the
men's basketball bench continues to shine.
- SEE SPORTS, A6

SAVED

The indie brings you a religious
experience in a comic book-like tract.

- SEE the indie, il

Peters triumphs in .SGA runoff
'

.\

'

)

InsurgentTalakala
runs hard but short

SGA PRESrDEN11AL ELECTION RESULTS
......

HEIDI A. DE V~IES
Senior Staff Writer

.

I

Kevin Peters fell just shy of
victory last · week, but in a
runoff yesterday finally gained
the majority vote - with not
much _to spare - he needed
to
win
the
Student
Government Association presThe final tally: 3,088 votes
idency.
for Peters and Ber.tley, 2, 762
Peters and his running for Talakala and his running
mate, Willie Bentley, who mate, Alex Sigal.
earned 49 percent of the vote
The 5,850 votes cast in the
in
first-round
balloting, runoff nearly matched the
increased their percentage 5,927 total votes cast last
just slightly, to 53 percent of week for Peters, Talakala and
the 5,850 votes cast in the a third candidate, Olu
runoff. That was enough to Aduloju, who did :p.ot compete
hold off the insurgent Pavan in the runoff.
Talakala, who increased his
"I'm calling my mom,'' a
share of the vote but still fell worn-down Peters said in the
short with 4 7 percent, losing Student
Union
Pegasus
his second-consecutive bid for Ballroom · yesterday evening,_
the office.
where he and Bentley heard

),

i

3 088 votes

j)

~

:·1 ..
53%

::,tf:

47%
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the results ·announced by
Luke Partridge, SGA'.s supervisor of elections. "Yes, it was
that close," he said a short
time later when he had her on
the phone. "I can't believ:e it."
Talakala, who emerged
from a five-candidate field last
year only to lose that runoff as
well, said this would be his
last presidential campaign.
Talakala1 had positioned himself as the outsider against
Peters, who had the support

of current SGA President
Brian Battles and vowed to
continue in the same manner.
Said Talakala: "That's what
the students wanted, and
that's what they got."
· The wear of campaigning
for days, skipping classes and
enduring the recent chill that
was followed by two straight
days of rain showed on Peters'
face - his otherwise blue eyes
PLEASE SEE

TALAKALA ON A3

Candidate breaks with Bush on gay marriage
f

marri~ge.

Constitutional rule not
needed Klayman says

,'4

/
Klayman
made
the
announcement
during
a
speech
to
College
Republicans in
the
Student

·'

~

.

ALEX BABCOC.K
Managing Editor

U.S. Senate candidate
Larry Klayman told students
Tuesday . that he'd break
ranks
with
· fellow
Republicans and oppose a
constitutional ban . on· gay

Klayman

Union.
"I'm opposed to gay marriage; however, there's anoth'
'
j
er·way to resolve this issue,"

Kla~an.

t~e s~ctity

s:nd.
If
of marriage as a
Constitution is amended for umon solely between a man
every social issue like this, he and a woman.
said, it would be too long to
The candidate, a lawyer
read. '
from Miami, is running in a
President George W. Bush full field. Republicans in the
said earlier Tuesday that he race include Mel Martinez,
supports a constitutional ban. the former Orange County
Opponents have said such a chairman
and
former
ban would effectively write Housing
and
Urban
discrimination
into
the Development secretary; Bill
Constitution, while support- .... .,. '
erS" have said it will save the
PLEAsrSrr CANDIDATE ON A4
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Kevin Peters, left, and Willie Bentley wait anxiously before the final vote is announced.

Faculty union files
charge against UCF
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer

UCF's teachers' . union
filed a complaint with the
state Feb. 4, alleging that
UCF is distributing :i:noney
unfairly and ignoring the collective bargaining process
currently in session.
University representatives
Will have to appear before a
panel from Florida's Public
Employees
Relations
Commission, or PERC, in
early March to explain UCF's
position.
,
The United Faculty of
Florida's UCF chapter filed

the complaint because the
university has been selective- .
ly handing out raises to some
faculty members, sidestepping the bargaining process,
said Dawn Trouard, presi-·
dent of UCF's chapter of
UFF.
"They don't want to bar- ·
gain, they just want to pass
out money as they see fit,''
she said. "We don't have a set
amount of money in place to
be used for faculty salaries, so
whenever they spend money,
they are taking money away
from what would be available
PLEASESEE

SCHOOL ON AS

·Atkins' weight at death
causes stir among dieters .
JESSICA LACOMBE
Staff Writer

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bars like Tahu on Orange Avenue in downtown Orlando must close at 2 a.m. every night. An idea floated around City Hall would extend hours to 3 a.m.on weeknights and 4 a.m. on weekends.

Dyer: Don't ~xpe~t decision on bar hours for a year
JESSICA LACOMBE
Staff Writer

· Orlando r esidents will
have to wait at least one year
before any decision is made
to extend bar hours past 2
a.m. in the downtown area,
Orlando Mayor Buddy .Dyer
said.
Despite recent buzz that
the Orlando nightlife is getting ready for a two-hour
increase in downtown bar
hours, the mayor's office has
said this is a matter of putting the cart in front of the
horse.
"This proposal was gener-

<

ated from my . Strategic
Downtown Transition Team
and generated much public
debate," Mayor Buddy Dyer,
who is up for re-election
March 9, said. "Several
months ago I stated that this
complex issue warrants addi. tional study and discussion
and is an item I plan to
examine more carefully in
the months ahead."
•
Sarah Kelly, the chairwoman of the Downtown
Development Board, said the
bar hours issue was blown
out of proportion by the
media. In August, the
Strategic
Downtown

'~

Transition Team created a people would be drawn to
list of improvement strate- downtown.
gies for the mayor and the
The downtown team's
city coun~il to review but not report was "nearly a book of
necessarily accept, Kelly said. over 25 differ ent things to do
The bar hours extension, to enhance the downtown,"
if accepted, is geared at rais- Kelly said. "This [the bar
ing the profile the entertain- hours issue] . was a minor
ment district of Orlando. . aspect of one that got the
Based on the suggestion, most attention."
Orlando would see its
Kelly .also said tha.t despite
nightlife on weeknights heated debate, it will r e quire
stretch to 3 a.m., and 4 a.m. the mayor and the city_counon weekends. The idea is cil to make changes happen.
tha~ by creating an environBecause the mayor and ci ty
ment akin to CityWalk or council can choose what sugDowntown Disney, where gestions will be put into
nightclubs are allowed to stay
. PLEASE SEE POLICE ON A4
open later than 2 a.m., more

The Atkins Diet controversy reared its head again
last week, as it was reve aled
that its creator, Dr. Robert
Atkins, weighed over 250
pounds at his death.
According
to
the
Centers for
Disease
Control and
Prevention,
on Atkins' 6foot frame,
this
would
Atkins
categorize
him as obese.
The 72-year-old Atkins
died in April 2003 from a
head injury he suffered
after he fell outside of his
New York office . He was
hospitalized and fell into a
coma. Atkins was taken off
life support nine days later.·
News of Atkins' weight
surfaced last week when his
m edical records were publishe d by the Physicians
Committee for Responsible
Medicine. The group · has
publicly
criticized
the
Atkins-endorsed eating plan
for creating nume rous
h ealth risks.
Atkins
stepped
into
m edia focus after his book

Dr. Atkins' New Diet
Revolution, sold over 15 million copies and garn ered a
surge of criticism from m edical groups, including the
American
Heart

Association. The Atkins Diet
r elies on a concentration of
meat, cheese and eggs and
practically eliminates carbohydrates.
· The ·release of Atkins'

"I have been
assured by my
husband's
physicians that
my husband's
health
problems late
in life were
completely
unrelated to his
diet or any
diet."
- VERONICA ATKINS
WIDOW OF DR. ROBERT ATKINS

medical records was met by
both anger and dispute from
the Atkins camp.
In a statement issu ed last
week, Atkins' wife, Veronica
Atkins, said that the publication of the m edical r ecords
served only to destroy the
r epu tation of her late husPLEASESEE

ATKINS' ON A4

Around Campus
State of the University Address
President John Hitt will
deliver a State of the
University address at 9 a.m.
Monday in the Student
Union Pegasus Ballroom.
·The speech will commemorate UCF's 40th anniversary.

CEO talks business ethics
At a time when stories of
corporate wrongdoing are all
too prevalent, Joe Lee, CEO
of Darden Restaurants Inc.,
will talk to students at 10:30
a.m. today at the Rosen
School
of
Hospitality
Management about the vital
link between a hospitality
company's long-term success
and its commitment to business ethics and diversity.
Lee's address will mark
the dedication of the Darden
Wing of the Rosen School of
Hospitality Management. A
bronze plaque of the restaurant company's founder, Bill
Darden, will also be unveiled.
Call 407 -903-8900 for
more information.

Speech on Winter Park's past
The UCF Library will host
a reception for the Winter
Park Public Library's History
and Archive Collections
exhibit
"Winter
Park:
History, Heritage, · Tradition" ·
at 7 p.m. today in Library
Room 501.
Robert Melanson, director
of the Winter Park Library
will speak at the event.
The exhibit features historical photographs, postcards and memorabilia from
Winter Park, a town founded
in the 1880s as a winter
resort.
Call 407-823-2576 for
more information and to
RSVP.
The Library will also host
a Tupperware party to support the Relay For Life library
team from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today, and 9 a .m. to 3 p.m.
tomorrow. Proceeds from the
event, in Library Room 223,
will go to support the Relay
for Life team.
Customers will get 25 percent off the price of collectibles and discontinued
items.

Learning in lands far, far ·away
it."
Munster, Germany. This is the said this would offer "a lot of
Stetson
took
thre·e first y:ear, the German program learning you can't put into the
advanced Spanish classes dur- is visiting Munster. The stu- classroom."
ing the Summer 2003 B term dents will be studying at the
The Italian program in
at the Spanish language Kapito Language School Bergamo, Italy, is also traveling
school, Formula Si. This pro- instead of a university like the to a new location this summer.
gram is · still available. , ·previous programs.
The program director, · Luigi
However, for the first time, the
Native speakers run the Ferri, chose Bergamo because
program is offering elemen- language schools and teach it is closer to some of the bigger
tary-level classes during the their language to foreigners. cities in Italy. Students will be
Summer A term.
There are several of these able to visit cities such as
Students with no Spanish schools all over Europe in vari- Milan, Verona and Venice durlanguage experience will be ous countries.
ing a day trip, returning home
able to study abroad to start
Finley Taylor, the program at night - thereby seeing
learning, said Anne Pruc;ha, director for Munster study · . more of Italy.
the faculty director for the abroad, said he is excited about
Students will be studying at
Machid program. Previously the new locations because they the University of Bergamo.
students had to have taken will offer students more hours Ferri said: "[The university]
their first two Spanish classes of instruction than the previ- has been offering a series of
to participate.
ous programs .. Also, the pro- advanced specialized · courses ·
Also new to the program are gram with
the
Kapito for the past 25 years. They are
the living accommodations.
Language School works better highly experienced."
''All students are placed with the timing of UCF's sum-.
Students will take one lanwith Spanish families - they. mer terms. Previously, stu- guage · class, appropriate to
will take Spanish in Madrid dents returned from the their level of fluency, and then
with experienced foreign-lan- 1 German Study Abroad pro- choose between ' two class~s
guage teachers from Madrid gram and began their fall class- taught by l'erri himself:
and have the opportunity to go es almost immediately. Now, Modern and Contemporary
on an excursion in Madrid," they have a few weeks between Italian Culture or Survey in
Prucha said. "They'll be living the Summer B session and the Modern Italian Literature.
in the culture 24 hours a day." next semester. Taylor said thiS
Like the other programs, it
Stetson stayed with a is helpful for students who will also be placing its students
Spanish family while he was would like to travel after their with native families for the
studying in Madrid, although Study Abroad session.
first time. · Ferri said staying
some of his fellow students
'Mer you've studied [the with native families benefits
stayed in the dorms. He said language] you want to use it." the students because when
he prefetred being with a Taylor said. "What you'd like to they stay in the dorms with
Spanish family. "I'd rather eat do is go to some of the cities other students, they eventually
with a family every night," you've heard about, see the end up speaking English
Stetson saiq, "I like that bal- monuments." Now students amongst themselves. He said it
ance." He said he also had the have more of an opportunity to is more consistent staying with
opportunity to become close to do this.
an Italian family.
the family.
The other major change to
The French program this
Another program that has . the Munster program is that year is also trying a new locamade big changes is the students will also be staying
'
German program traveling to with German families. Taylor
PLEASE SEE STUDY ON AS

Study Abroad offers
cultural immersion
RACHEL BECK
Staff Writer

If getting school credit
while touring the globe sounds
like a good idea to you, the
Foreign Language Department
offers a package that incorporates both - summer Study
Abroad programs. Even if you
have looked into the studyabroad program before, it pays
to look again. Many of the programs have made changes and
additions including offering
new classes, new cities to visit
and new living accommodations.
With the Study Abroad programs, students can not only
learn the foreign language of
their choice from qualified foreign teachers, but also be
immersed in the culture of a
different country through
excursions planned by, the program.
.
The foreign Languag~s and
Literatures Department offers
programs studying Spanish in
. Madrid, · Spain, German in
Munster, Germany, Italian in
Bergamo, Italy, and Japanese
in Urayasu, Japan.
"I
would · recommend
[studying abroad] to everyone," said Blake Stetson, a senior education m~or who studied Spanish in Madrid this past
summer. "If you're open to
having a good time, you'll love

Study Abroad destinations
UCF is offering eight
~/, Munster,Gennany
Study Abroad programs
this summer, including ~ / Paris, France----~~=
trips to Germany,
France, Italy, Spain
and Japan.

Virtual brawl this Saturday
The UC7 Theater, across
Alafaya Trail from UCF, will
be awash in video game fans
starting at 9 p.m. Saturday
and running until morning.
The PC Gaming Club has
organized the event, includ- \
ing a Halo tournament on
the .Xbox game system.
Admission is $10, with $2
going to your campus organization if you name one.

Talent and beauty on display
The
Asian
Student
Association at UCF will hold
its Fourth Annual Mr. and
Miss ' ASA
Scholarship
Pageant at 6 p.m. Sunday in
the UCF Arena. The event
includes a fashion show, talent show, a formal wear segment and individual performances. Admission is free.
Visit
http://www.pageant.
ucfasa.org for more information.

Let us know
If you have a club, organization or event and want
your infonnation to be considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax
to 4'07-44 7 -4556 or e-mail
editor@UCFnews.com.
Deadlines are 5 p.m.
Tuesday for the Thursday
.,edition, and 5 p.m. Friday for
f"lhe ondaY edition._ __

Urayasu,Japan

Bergamo, Italy _ _.....,..

Madrid,Spain-~..

AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For job seekers, it's never too early to network
MIKE RIEGE'L
Senior Staff Writer

The Federal Bureau of
Labor says only a small percentage of jobs are advertised
in local newspapers and only a
small percentage of people get
jobs from answering advertisements in a local ne~spapers.
Most people who look for
work will go after the. advertised openings.
So it's no surprise that
recent labor studies have
shown that a majority of people don't find what they're
looking for in the Classifieds.
Nearly 70 perce:nt of job
· hunters find their, new job
with the help of friends, family
members and acquaintances.
"If you plan on getting a job
when you graduate, start making friends with pe9ple, professors and alumni right now."
This is the advice from 26year-old Mark Valenti, a UCF
graduate and computer engineer in Maitland.
Networking is a term thafs,
become popular in the last .15
years. It has many different
definitions, but it basically
boils ·down to making contacts
with a Wide variety of people
who may one day help with
something. Normally, that
"something" is a job.
"If you've seen The
Godfather, then you've seen
how to network," said' Valenti.
"I'm not saying you .s hould kill

people, just make contacts .
Don Corleone had a long list of
people he could ·call for all
kinds of favors."
Obviously, successful networking doesn't mean being in
debt to an organized crime
boss. It just means a willingness to approach people, make
a connection and stay organ- ·
ized.
Recent Censl!S figures
found that the average person
will change jobs 10.3 ·times
during their life. The average
person will also have three to
five different career· changes.
These figures indicate that
it's important to understand
that . people skills, personality,
the ability to communicate,
and the ability to build a network are key to getting and
keeping a job.
"Believe it or not, networking is not hard. Most people do
it withoµt even trying, but
they1re not paying close attention to it," said Valenti.
Networking can be done
·anywhere and . with almost
.anyone according to Doug
Lowe, . author of Networking
for Dummies. Lowe adds that
making a list of potential contacts is one of the-first steps to
developing an effective network The list for a UCF student could include family
members, friends, professors,
current and past co-workers
and supervisors, members of
organizations, and UCF alum-

ni.

the ice.
"Don't discriminate when
Most companies will accept
you make your list," warns volunteers for the benefits of
Valenti. "You rllight make free labor. "This can be your
friends with someone working opportunity to make some
the grill at .McDonalds, but friends and show prospective
that person probably won't be employers what you can do,"
there forever. They could be in said Darling.
a position to help you out one
"When you do meet with
day."
someone, especially an alumOnce the list has been cre- nus, be interested in them,"
ated, it's time to contact peo- said- Valenti. "Make sure they
ple. This is when etiquette , have some time to talk with
comes into play, says Lowe. you. You can even take notes
When contacting potential . to show that you're serious."
people on the list, there are a
It might sound like a little
few guidelines one should fol- too much brown-nosing for
low to ensure a successful con- one person to handle, but
tact.
Valenti got a job right after
Preparation is one of the graduation and he credits
highest priorities for success- some of his success to netful networking.
working. "It's like marketing
The Networking Survival yourself and having quasi-job
Guide, written by Diane C. interviews," he said.
Darling, recommends that
As important as making
active networkers have specif- that first contac't is ke~ping in
ic questions ready for each touch with people. "Let your
individual contact. These contacts know what you are
questions should probably up to and when you have
center on the job or field that made progress in your job
person specializes in. One search or career," said Darling.
point Darling stresses: A per"I wasn't hesitant about
son should never waste a con- telling people about my job
tact's time by being unpre- search and asking for advice
pared.
and direction," said senior
Another hurdle new net- Jessica Tinsley, 23. "This not
workers run into is shyness only opened up opp9rtunities
and
trepidation
about that I didn't know about, but
approaching ·
complete· also made me more comfortstrangers. Darling recom- able when it was time to intermends volunteering as a view."
means to helping people break
PLEASE SEE NETWORKING ON AS
out of their shells and break
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Home drug-making labs
expose children to toxins
Small .methamphetamine laboratories, known
as mom and pop labs, are
being found in every state
in the Eastern United
States, according to the
Drug
Enforcement
Administration. New evidence shows that children
living in homes with laboratories face a health
threat equally as hazardous as those who actually use the drug. A study
released in January by the
National Jewish Medical
and Research Center in
Denver found that poisonous chemicals released in ,
the methamphetamine
cooking process spread
throughout
buildings
where the cooking was
being done. Children are
the first to suffer from
such fumes. Due to this
problem, 697 children in
Tennessee were removed
from their parents' cus- ·
tody and placed in foster
homes over the past 18
months.

4

."
11 •
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New form of mad cow
disease found in Italy
A new form of mad cow
disease has been found in
Italy. The strain has been
found only in two Italian
cows, both apparently
healthy, however, it should
provide new impetus in
Washington
for
the
· Department of Agriculture
to adopt the more sensitive
rapid tests used in Europe.
Scientists believe that the
discovery of the new form
suggest that many cases of
sporadic human disease ·
are not spontaneous at all,
but come from eating ani- \
\
mals.

Half of all young
Americans will get a sexually transmitted disease by
age of 25, perhaps because
they are ignorant about
protection or embarras,sed
to ask for it, according to
several reports issued on
Tuesday. Based on the
reports, there were· nine
million new cases of STD
among teens and young
adults aged 15 to 24 in
2000. Three diseases hun1an papillomavirus or
genital warts virus, a parasitic infection called trichomoniasis
and
Chlamydia - accounted
. for 88 percent of all new
cases of STDs in 15 to 24
year olds. Wart virus is the
major cause , of cervical
cancer, and Chlamydia
can cause infertility.

Food tastes stronger·
when hungry
Hunger could increase
your ability to taste by
increasing the sensitivity to
the taste receptors on your
tongue or by changing the
way you perceive the same
taste stimuli, according ~o
researchers
at
the
University of Malawi.
Missing a meal can also
make one more sensitive ·
to sweet and salty tastes.

I

'f

'

,.,

Bird flu outbreak in
U.S. contained.
Agricllltural officials
said on Tuesday they were .
optimistic an outbreak of;
virulent bird flu in
Southern Texas had been
contained, but that it
would be a month or so
before they could declare
the region disease free.
They said they had located
-all poultry within a 10-mile
radius of a chicken flock in
Gonzales County,. Texas,
that was found to be
infected with a highly
pathogenic form of bird
flu. The strain of bird flu
found in Texas could
quickly wipe out poultry
flocks, but is not considered a threat to humans. It
was a different strain of
the bird flu virus that
recently killed 22 people in
Asia, officials said. '
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Study: Half of young
Americans to get sex diseases

Brain fightin'
Clocks, boards and sharp
minds are wanted at the fifth
bi-weekly chess tournament
at 2 p.m. Saturday. The UCF
Chess club will host the
event at the Student Union
Cape Florida room. The tournament . will have five
rounds, with 20 minutes per
side.
,
Entry will cost $5 for club .
members and $7 for nonmembers. , Pre-registered
players will get a $2 discount
from their regular entrance
fees. To pre-re"gister, e-mail
ha014133@ucf.edu. The dis. count applies to players registered before 5 p .m. today.
There will be awards .for
the top three players.
Call 407-529-9272 for
more information.
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Talakala cited fOr twO violations
Al

into," he said.
"Everywhere else, you get a
They will have a year to . jury of your peers - why
were bloodshot, and the abra- work on some of their loftier shouldn't you when you get a
sive force of the stiff winds platform goals, such as an traffic violation?" Peters
had turned his face red. He on-campus dental clinic, a asked. John Clark, manager
regulated textbook exchange of UCF Parking Services,
was happy, though. ·
Following a rush of hugs and a student traffic court. seemed willing to consider
and
high-fives,
Peters Peters said he has been talk- that proposition, Peters said.
Meanwhile, Peters added,
stepped to the podium to ing to Bob Faust, director of .
thank his supporters, and the Student Health Center, "I hope to help increase pride
thank Talakala for a good about putting a dental clinic and tradition ... and student
in the planned three-story involvement [in campus
race.
activities]." He said he would
Peters' victory has been health center expansion.
Though the textbook attend campus protests if the
four years in the making.
"I've been wanting to do this exchange would be based subject was one ' he cared
since I was a freshman," he upon. student initiative, strongly about, and one that
Peters would like to make most of the students cared
said.
The.Peters-Bentley admin- sure the exchange is super- · for.
The Talakala-Sigal ticket
istration will officially begin vised. "It's hard enough
May 8. The new president being a student without pay- was cited by the SGA with
and vice presid~nt pledged to tug a fortune for books," he two minor elections violacontinue. to support many of said. Peters was a member of tions during the runoff camthe programs run by their the bookstore committee in paign. Both involved an
predecessors, Battles and Joe his sophomore year, and unauthorized e-mail sent out
MacLellan, but also have thinks that most plans to to. students of the Graduate
lower textbook prices are Student As!!ociation, of
some ideas of their own.
which Talakala is a member.
Peters will continue to futile.
"It's not really· in our The e-mail erroneously said
support Knightcast, the UCF
student-run Internet radio scope," he said of controlling that it had been approved by
station
available
at textbook costs. However, he Partridge, SGA's supervisor of ,
said a textbook exchange elections. The GS.A's vice
http://www.knightcast.org.
Knightcast has been working would allow students to get president, .Rebecca Fiedler,
toward becoming a campus some of their books without was one of those who
radio station with a radio sig- having to pay top dollar'in the brought the matter to the
attention
of
Partridge.
nal- since the summer of bookstores.
Peters also envisions a stu- Fiedler said she felt the e2002. Peters said the transition to an AM broadcast dent traffic ·court that·would mail indicated that GSA had
seems like a good one, but have more students sitting on endorsed Talakala when it
needs · more research. "It's the board than on the cur- did not endorse any candiappeals
board. date.
something I want to look rent
FROM
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24~hour high speer/ Internet
Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service needed.

Cable TV Programming
with 68 channels plus H80.
Unlimited local phone service
[4 private lines); electricity, water,
sewer & pest control included
(no utility deposits)

clubhouse with big-screen TV &
computers with Fast Internet

can

brand new fitness center
www.boardwalkapts.net
info@boardwalkapts.net
fax 407·384·8094
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Dr. (harles Arias, D.D.S.

316 N.·_Alafaya ·Trail, Suite 701 .

•

Before

11

J-382- 122·

1never thought a perfect smile could change n1y life•••

But after Dr. Arias transformed my smile. I've met the man of my dreams,
and have more <onfidence in myself than ever· befo.re!" • Mary Smith, Alsip

,.,
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After

www.whitesmilesnow.com .

FREE SMllE INl.LYSIS W1THIS AD
Free Atlanta Bread Loaf "Specially Baked for New Patients"
(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only.)
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Candidate says Castro should be forced out
FROM

Al

McCollum, a Longwood
lawyer and former congressman, Johnnie Byrd; the
speaker of the Florida House;
Dan Webster, a state senator;
and Bob Smith, aformer U.S.
s~nator
from
New
Hampshire who moved to
Florida last year. Democrats
in the race are Alex Penelas,
the Miami-Dade mayor; Peter
Deutsch, a congressman
from South Florida; and
Betty Castor, a former
Florida education commissioner and former president
of the University of South
Florida.
With such a crowded field,
it'll be hard for any one candidate to stand out, said
Kevin Buck, chairman of the
College Republicans at UCF.
"It's gonna be tough for all of
them," he said. "Luckily
[Klayman is] from South
Florida, so maybe he can
draw the South Florida
[Republican] base. He doesn't have the name recognition, though. He'll have to go
with a grass-roots effort there

to gain support."
Klayman has a tendency
to stick out with his opinions
alone, including opposing the
Bush
administration's
Medicare reform bill, signed
into law Dec. 8. He agreed
with most Democratic opponents that the bill is a giveaway to pharmaceutical and
insurance companies.
"It's a $528 billion subsidy
to the pharmaceutical industry,'" he said. "We're doling
out all this money for pharmaceuticals at inflated
prices. Our prices are double
what they sell the same products for in other countries."
He said helping seniors
tops his list of priorities, and ·
fixing the problems with
Medicare will require a
reform of the Republican
Party itself. "We have to look
in-house, into our own party.
The pharmaceutical industry
has its hooks in the
Republican Party."
Buck said he supports the
constitutional ban on gay
marriage - but he accepts
his difference of opinion with
Klayman.
Disagreement

within the Republican Party,
as with any political party, is
inevitable, he said.
"The Republican Party we disagree with each other
all the time, even within our
club," Buck said. "We welconie everybody in our
party."
Also in Klayman's list of
priorities is ousting Cuba's
leader, Fidel Castro, somebody he said is a grave threat
to Florida's security. In contrast with Penelas and
Martinez,
both
CubanAmericans, Klayman has said
he's willing to use force to'
remove Castro from power.
Despite his maverick political philosophy, he says he's
also done a lot to help
Republicans - by attacking
Bill and Hillary Clinton.
Klayman made a name for
himself by criticizing the former president's policies on
gays in the military, the economy
and
controversial
appointees. In 1994 he
founded the Judicial Watch
organization to act as a
watchdog over governµient,
an additional check in the

checks-and-balances system.
Klayman claims that
through their oversight
efforts, he was able to break
the "Chinagate" scandals
involving the exchange of
missile technology for campaign contributions. He also
said his notoriety as a
Clinton-hater got him a character on the NBC series The
West Wing - a man who constantly nags the president.
Describing himself as a
self-made man, Klayman has
practiced law in South
Florida since· the 1970s.
He made the stop at UCF
on a campaign swing through
Orlando, in his bid to take the
seat being vacated by Sen.
Bob Graham.
He ended his speech to
the group of about 20 young
Republicans with a request
that they join him, something
Buck said got Klayman a few
supporters.
Klayman said: "I don't
have the big political
machine behind me. I'd like
to make you a part of my
campaign, if you'd like to
help me."

• Specialize in color
~ American Board Certified hair colorist
•Free air tan with any hair service
For appointments call: Letty, Lisette or Celcilia
at (407)-830-9274 or (407)830-6262
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Police relieved bar hours won't change
Al

ers rank as some of its greatest supporters.
action, Orlando residents
This is largely due to the
shouldn't get their hopes up financial gains most bars
for another two hours of would experience from
nightlife just yet.
extended business hours,
"Unless the mayor and said Soorya Arsala, an
city council decide to adopt employee at Back Booth, a
all the suggestions put forth downtown bar located on
by the subcommittee, some East Pine Street.
might never come to be,
"It will prove to be an
including the bar hours," asset [to bars], monetarily,"
Kelly said. "This makes it dif- Arsala said. "By extending
ficult for the Downtown bar hours two more hours,
Development Board to com- the increased revenue will
ment on it, when the mayor promote and develop busihas not yet addressed it."
ness. Plain and simple, as
To critics, this is another opposed to having to remove
example of the mayor play- people from an establishing it safe politically. While ment at 2 o'clock, they may
the proposal for extended continue their night for two
alcohol sales has opponents, more hours after the peak
downtown club and bar own- time."
FROM

In a move in the opposite
direction, the Daytona Beach
City Council recently voted
to curtail late-night hours.
Clubs had been allowed to
stay open until 3 a.m.; the
council set a new closing
time of 2:30 a.m.
While the lack of movement in Orlando toward
extended nightlife hours
might irk some bar patrons
and owners alike, local law
enforcement might find the
mayor's shelving of the issue
a bit of a relief.
The extension of bar
hours within the city limits
will have a direct effect on
the number of on-duty officers. A large number of
DUI's occur two-to thr ee
hours after bars close, Sgt.

Troy Williamson of the UCF
Police said. Currently the
time frame that Orlando law
enforcement focuses on
drunken driving extends to 5
a.m. Under a i;iew ordinance,
this time span would extend
to 7 a.m.
"You are giving more people more time to get intoxicated and the span is wider
for people to be drunk driving," Williamson said. ''At
that point you will get daylight people conflicting with
drunk night owls. It will just
make it more difficult for law
enforcement."
The mayor is not prepared
to discuss the probability of
such a move for about another year, City Hall spokeswoman Lauren Hames said.

Atkins'·weight ballooned from coma, say doctors
Al

While in the coma, Atkins
began retaining bodily fluid.
band.
His high weight was not
' "I have been assured by related to ' his diet, Trager
my husband's physicians that said, but is a common side
my husband's health prob- effect in comatose patients.
lems late in life were com- Prior to his fluid retention,
pletely unrelated to his diet Atkins weighed 195 pounds.
or any diet," Atkins said.
However, according to the
"The truth will be perverted Centers for Disease Control
and manipulated by dishon- and Prevention, Atkins' preest individuals who will stop coma weight of 195 pounds is
at nothing ... without regard still considered overweight.
for medical ethics.
Critics of the diet have
Dr. Stuart Trager, chair- focused on possible strain on
man of the Atkins Physicians the body, most specifically
Council, which advocates the the heart and kidneys, due to
meat-based eating regimen, a diet so high in meats and
released a similar statement. fats. In her statement last
Trager, an orthopedic sur- week, Veronica Atkins admitgeon
at
Pennsylvania ted that her late-husband
Hospital at the University of experienced a progression of
Pennsylvania, indicated that coronary artery disease,
Atkins' weight gain resulted including artery blockage.
from the two-week coma the
"The Atkins Diet tells you
doctor experienced immedi- to not eat carbohydrates,"
ately preceding his death and Preeti Wilkhu, a UCF dietithat the media had published cian, said. "But in order for
inaccurate information. '
the brain to function, you
FROM

j'

need glucose. You get glucose
from carbohydrates."
The basis of the Atkins
eating plan, Wilkhu said, is
that the body starts to rely on
fat instead of glucose. This
reliance can be ineffective
and generally causes nausea
and fatigue. The body often
goes into a condition called
ketosis, causing it to burn' its
own fats for fuel.
"You can die from ketosis," Wilkhu said. "People follow Atkins without the consultation of a dietician or a
doctor. This c~ lead to big
problems, especially in your
kidneys."
Members of the Atkins
camp have also noted that
Atkins' personal health does
not necessarily affect the
safety of the diet plan overall,
and many outside the Atkins
camp are able to agree.
"Regardless
of
the
founder's body weight, if the
program works, it's [the

weight] irrelevant," said UCF
film major, Drew Blatman.
"If the inventor of the toothbr ush had a cavity; would you
call him a phony and throw
away your toothbrush?"
Veronica Atkins defended
the diet as well. "My husband's work. .. has been consistently and repeatedly vindicated by 18 independent
scientific studies over these
past three years."
Atkins had suffered from a
heart condition known as
cardiomyopathy since 2000.
The condition weakens the
heart's ability to pump blood
because of enlargement,
thinning and weakening' of
the heart muscle. Atkins
developed cardiomyopathy as
a result of a viral infection,
not diet, according to his doctors.
In 2 002 Atkins publicly
admitted to suffering from
cardiac arrest as a result of
the cardiomyopathy.
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/Con Help!
No matter what your needs, I have the experience
necessary to expertly represent your interests _in any
real estate transaction!

JoAnn L. Straub,

REALTOR®
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www.JoAnnRealty.com
RE/MAX Town & Country Realty
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School could·face state fine
FROM

Al

for all faculty members."
The union believes that
UCF .has a minimum of
$868,000 that could.be made
available for faculty salaries.
The union based ·that figure
on the amount of out-of-cycle
awards that UCF has already
dispensed and set aside for
awards.
Trouard said that those
monies need to be distributed
equitably among all faculty
members and not just given to
· select faculty members.
~ ;
She added that the faculty
union is also .concerned·about
· UCF's willingness to alter the
terms and conditions of
employment, while it's in the.
middle of the bargaining
process.
"President [John] Hitfs
unilateral action raises some ·
unsettling questions," Trouard
said. "On what . issue, and
when, will he again lose
patience. and unilaterally
impose one or more of the ·
[Board of Trustees'] draconian
proposals?" .
On the day the complaint
was filed, Hitt sent an e-mail
•., to all faculty members defending UCF's position, saying,
"Since UCF's . Board of
Trustees
was established, it
~~
has maintained the authority
to make awards based on
merit ... out-of-cycle market
adjustments, and counter ·

."'

offers.;'
what about the 1,250 faculty
Trouard disagrees. "The members who don't? Since
BOT has never had the Florida has such depressed
authority to unilaterally deter- salaries, most faculty memmine the terms and condi- bers see them as the only way
tions of employment," she to get a raise.': ·
She added that the union's
said. ''Any claimed basis for
such authority is conspicuous proposals incorporate the recommendations of UCF's
by its abs~nce."
When questioned about Faculty Senate concerning
the union complaint, Provost those merit awards.
"Our proposals would
Terry Hickey said that the university feels that ''it would be make them icing on the cake,"
inappropriate to discuss the 'Irouard continued. "The
issues in the media" until the administration wants to give
icing to a few, but not give the
dispute has been resolved.
However, he added, "By fil- cake to anyone."
If PERC does uphold the
ing this unfair labor practice
charge, the UFF has chosen complaint, it is free to fix the
[its] forum for resolving this situation as it sees fit.
"There's a chance that they
issue. The university intends
could
be :fined, but at the very
to honor this choice by
responding appropriately in least, administrators will have
that forum. Of course, we dis- to stop doing what they're not
agree with this charge and supposed to be doing,"
believe that it is without Trouard said.
Lin Huff-Corzine, assistant
merit."
Trouard also said that vice president for Academic
administrators have tried· to Affairs, conceded that the
portray the union ·as being panel might have the power to
against Teaching Incentive .fine the university if it does
Award Programs, or TIPs, and uphold the · complaint, but
Research Incentive Awards, or added that PERC rarely does
RIAs, which are $5,000 merit so.
In response to Hitt's e-mail,
awards given to recognize
excellent faculty members. Trouard said, Hitt's actions
The awards are added to a are "in complete disregard of
professor's base salary'until he the collective .bargaining
process. We expect the Public
leaves the
university.
.
Relations
"In reality, we are not Employees .
opposed to TIPs and RIAs," Commission to correct his
Trouard said. "It's wonderful confusion about what is and
for those that win one, but isn't good-faith bargaining.''
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"A Full Service Florist"

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
· Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-109i

11 1 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281 -8005
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to Tinsley, is anyone who is
able to:
Tinsley has been network• Offer you a job.
# ing since ,her sophomore year
• Tell you of a job opening.
and she boasts a Rolodex with
• Refer you to somebody
more than 350 names. She . who can arrange an interview
takes the process a little fur- or read your resume.
~ ther by having her own busi• Give you the name of
ness cards printed up.
somebody who can do any of
"I give out the cards to peo- the above.
!.5 ple I meet so they can contact
• Give you the name of
me easily. It's a lot more pro- somebody who can give you
fessional than a scrap of paper the name of.someone else
, and people are usually who can do any of the above.
I) impressed," she said.
Valenti · has a similar
A good contact, _according Rolodex, but he keeps most of'

his records on his computer.
"Even though I've got a good
job and I'm happy, I haven't
stopped networking. You don't
always choose when and
where the boss decides to
move in a direction that doesn't include you."' .
There is no . shortage of
information on networking
available, especially on the
Internet.
Monster.com,
CareerKey.com
and
Wetfeet.com all have extensive
information on networking
and related topics.

Study Abroad plans eight trips this year
FROM A2

ti.on - Paris. "In the past, UCF
has always gone to cities outside of Paris," said the program director, Marie Leticee.
1' "This time we are going to be
tight in the middle of the
· action."
·
Students will stay with
French families· as they have
done in the p~t, and will sttidy
at the ACCORD Language
t.,. School.
AccQrding to Leticee, there
-11

'·

.

are eight excursions planned
for this summer semester,
including visits to many museums arid interesting districts
of Paris.
Yet another Study Abroad
. program focuses on the
Japanese language.in Urayasu,
Japan, east of Tokyo. Students
in the Urayasu program will
stay in hotel accommodations
and study at the Mekai
University. The faculty director
for the progr?ITI is Harue
Patterson.

Depending on the program,
studying abroad costs between
an estimated $1,936 and
$3,258, and each program
offer~ suggestion~ for financial
aid ·to help fund the program.
For more information on
financial
~d,
admission
requirements or any other
information, brochures are
available in the Foreigri
Language Department office.
Also, students can contact the
faculty directors for any questio~s about the.programs .

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''

1-866-41 5-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.alliribloom.com

Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card
(wire and.delivery ser:vice excludes discount)

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me
Jason Kucma is aThird-Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's·Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation.
·
"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned _
in school, the more I needed to know. The most logical step
for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".
Before making his decision to attend ~ogan, Jason visited nearly half .
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States. "Logan is in the perfect
location in a safe, residential area: The Admissions staff are very
friendly ~md helpful and the faculty are excellent."
Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population. If you are looking for a healthcare career that
offers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.

Networking skills land good jobs
ii'

15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

Smallpox
Vaccine·
Study

I.

--~--·------------------'

The Orlando Glinical Research Center Is Testing An \
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation is paid for time and travel
Call today for more information:

(40i7) 240-7878
Orlando 'Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net
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Women have
Georgia on·
their minds
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Takira Allen and Co. look to
extend three-game streak
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MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer
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Men's basketball's supporting cast
gears up for a tournament run

Offensive cat~ories
in which Dexter
Lyons leads for men's
basketball.

ASHLEY BURNS

15

Sports Editor

There's no doubt that as the
reglilar season winds down for the
UCF men's basketball team that
Dexter Lyons has been a star.
There's no doubt that Roberto
Morentin and Josh Bodden ·have
had strong seasons as well.
However, what is often overlooked is the strength in which the
bench has performed. In 18 games
this season, at least one of UCF's
seven .reserve players has finished
the game with more points than
one of the starting five.
But it isn't important that
ffiese·players are putting up
higher numbers off the
· bench or . that they're
doing it in limited minutes. 'What is essen. ' tial to the perfon:nances of these athletes is that they're consiStent and supporting
tlie flow of the team.
,, .. -,, The brightest out~ ~.)come this season has
/ beep the play of freshman forwa:r;d Jooh
Peppers. frior to
Saturday's. loss to
_Georgia· State,
~llpers
i\ad · 1ed

Games in which
Lyons has led the
Knights in scoring
this season.

13

Games since Lyons
last scored fewer
than 1Opoints.

22

Points Lyons scored
against tonight's
opponent, GardnerWebb, during the
two teams' last
meeting Oec.17.

Bdet,s
Men's soccer
continues to look
·strong in spring
exhibitions against
Majorleag.ue Soccer
opponents,despite
•losing to the Kansas
City Wizards 4-0 and
tying the Columbus
Crew0-0.
Sophomore
goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh made 12
combined saves
against the Wizards :
and crew.

After sweeping Campbell and GardnerWebb at home last weekend, the UCF
•
women's basketball team hopes to build on
that momentum with a Peach State road
trip to face Mercer and Georgia State this
weekend.
"They [both] came into our building
and beat us earlier this season," UCF
Coach Gail Striegler said. "The more we
play them, the better off it will make us."
l)CF (11-12, 10-6 A-Sun) lost to
Georgia State 62-58 in overtime, and had a
66-60 setback against Mercer in early
January.
Time is of the essence. The Atlantic
Sun tournament is two weeks away, and
each game n.ow has more importance.
"Every game we play right now is for
seeding in the tournament," Striegler said.
"It almost has a playoff-type atmosphere to
it. Everyone knows they have to bring their
best game with every game being tight."
Guard Celeste Hudson paces the
Knights, averaging 13 points per contest.
That clip is good enough for seventh in the
conference. Forward Takira Allen is right
on Hudson's heels, putting home 12.1
points per game.
Striegler played up the final stretch.
"It doesn't matter how you start, it matters how you finish," she said. "That is
. .l
what we are really focusing in on, but we
still have some areas we need to improve
in tb get to that next level."
The women return home for their final '\
two regular-season games against
Jacksonville March 4, and Stetson March

•

the Knights' bench in scoring in
four consecutive games. In (:hree of
those affairs he scored more than
10 points, including a career-high
13-point performance against
· Mercer. Peppers opened his career
at UCF with 11 points against
Puerto Rico-Mayaguez in the first
game of the season.
"My. opportunities are just
something that I can make something of," Peppers said. "I'm not
looking for anything that isn't
there. I just want to go in. and do
whatever I can with the timeallowed. 'When coach gives me the
time, it's for me to go in and spark
the team. I'm a freshman right
now, so I'm not expecting anything.
'Whatever comes, comes."
'While he is only averaging four
points per . game this season,
Peppers is putting up his bigger
numbers sometimes in less than
. 15 minutes per game.
"I'm starting to see my role,"
said Peppers, who ha.i? played in
every game this season. "I'm finding my spots and places on the
floor and I'm learning a lot of
things that I didn't know coming
straight out of high school. The
change from high school is difficult
as far , as the physical play and
learning. It's more of a mental
game now. But now that I'm leaining, everything is coming much
easier."
Senior forward Rob Ross has
liad his moments as well, as he ha5
averaged 4.2 poi:Ilts per game in a .
PLEASESEE
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Scouting Mercer and Georgia State
Mercer has lost five of its last six, with
its Ion~ victory against last-place
Jacksonville. Last weekend the Bears
·weren't within 15 points of Belmont or
Lipscomb
Leading the way is the backcourt duo of t
Jessica Miller and Karen Hickman. The
two have combined to average more than '
20 points per game.
Mercer is 3-2 in its home court since ( t
PLEASESEEWOMEN ON A7

Upcomi. 9
Men's basketball
hosts Gardner-Webb
at 7:30 tonight at
the UCF Arena and
Campbell at 7:30
p.m. Saturday for
· .Senior Night ...
Women's basketball
heads to ¥aeon,
Ga., today to take on
Mercer ... Women's
tennis welcomes
Eastern Michigan at.
1 p.m. today at the
UCF Tennis Complex
... Baseball opens
up a three-ganie
home series against
Monmouth at 6
p.m. tomorrow at
Jay Bergman Field.
The series continues
at 1 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday ...
Men's tennis will
host Troy State at 2
p.m. toniorrow at
the UCF Tennis
Comp.lex ...
Softball heads to
Charleston, S.C.,
tomorrow to compete in the
Charleston Southern
Invitational.

,or in keeping
!l).e consistent,
i the team in
yeraging just
· ,r game.
e other
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· - UCf BASEBALL
PITCHING COACH
CRAIG COZART

"We haven't had a
starter get through
the sixth inning yet
in nine games. Boy,
that's not good.
We've got to get
somebody to get six
or seven innings so
we can get a lead
and be able to work
our bullpen."
- BASEBALL HEAD
COACH JAY BERGMAN
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,S~niors to play final home games
Men look to clinch
No. 2 spot in A-Sun
tournatnentseeding
Staff Writer

Prior to the start of the season, Kirk
Speraw knew he had a solid core of seniors
to hub his game plan around.
After all, the returning seniors· courted
key minutes for a team that not only fell
OI?-e game short. of the Big Dance but also
tied a school reco~d for most wins (21) last
year.
.
Not since the days of 'Torchy' Clark,
UCF's inaugural coach, has a senior class
accomplished so much in terms of the bottom line - wins.
This weekend, UCF's men's basketball
closes out its regulai- season. Showcasing
for the final time at home, this is the mostsuccessful senior .class since joining the
Division I level.
With a 20-win season already in the bag,
the seniors will attempt to top all predecessors after moving to Division I - setting

the school record for most wins.
"Our goal obviously was to win the regular season title, but it doesn't look like
we're going to do that," said Josh Bodden,
· the only senior on the squad who attended
UCF for all four years. "That doesn't tarnish our season. We can still go ou,t there
and set a new record for wiris and hopeful.:ly gain some momentum heading into the
tournament."
That's easier said then done, however.
The Knights (20-5, 15-3 A-Sun) need wins
over Gardner-Webb tonight and Campbell
on Saturday to accomplish that task. They
are two doormats at the very bottom of the
league's standing with nothing to lose. A
' win over UCF will give any of these teams
something to hang their hats on and also
something to build on for next season.
"I have been impressed with them
[Gardner-Webb and Campbell] on how
hard they play. They are going to come in
h ere and play loose and free. They are good
three-point-shooting teams," said Speraw,
who urges his team to finish the season on
a positive note and to avoid back-stepping
into the league championship. "It's going
to be two tough ball games. Even though
they're on our home court."
Dexter Lyons, Roberto Morentin,

Bodden and .Robert Ross are playing their
last collegiate games at the UCF Arena this
weekend, looking to seal UCF's first backto-back 20-win season since joining .
Division I-A in style while building momentum heading into the Atlantic Sun's championship tournament.
"This is always a tough time for all seniors across the country, playing in their last
home games. Certainly we have got four
seniors that have meant a lot to us this year
in particular," Speraw said. "They have
done a tremendous job in leading this basketball team to 20 wins so fur, and hopefully they can lead us to a couple more
games."
The Knights, who took a ba,ckward step
in the race for the league's regular-season
championship with a loss to Georgi.a State
last Saturday, likely need one more victory
to sew up a second-place finish.
They'll have a chance to do so against
Gardner-Webb, whb will sil;nply try to derail
the Knights for the sake of competition,
tonight at 7:30 p.m. The Knights will close
out the season hosting Campbell at 7:30
p.m. on Saturday
Gardner Webb, along with Lipscomb, is
PLEASE SEE

Softball looks
·to escape
lousy weather
Threegamesoftalifornia
trip cancelled due to rain
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FRITZ LORISTON
"Fox has been great. •
He's given us tha~
anchor at the top of
the rotation th~t we
really need."
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

The UCF softball team is seeing its fuir.
share of wins early in this season.
Yet a rash of rainstorms both on the West
Coast and at home haven't given the Knight:S
many chances to build on their 8-4 record.
Last weekend, the Knights traveled to
Santa Barbara, Calif, only to have two days
of the UC-Santa ·Barbara Softball by the
Beach Invitational rained out. UCF played
two games on Friday, but none of the six participating teams took the field on Saturday
or Sunday.
In Friday's first Fe, the Knights battled
the Kansas Jayhawks (9-4), only to full short
in the seventh inning, 3-2.
Jayhawks' pitcher Kara Pieroe dominated the Knights for the first six innings, allowing no runs and only four hits. Junior Kelly
Mcintyre took the hill for the Knights, pitching a solid game but falling behind due to a
lackofUCFoffense.
Mcintyre cruised through the first two
innings, retiring six straight batters and
notching two strikeouts. The Jayhawks
jumped on the board first, though, when
iight fielder Sy Pfeffier launched a home
run to right field in the third inning. Kansas
scored again in the top of the fourth as designated hitter Serena Settlemier took one
deep to centei:; increasing the JayhaWks' lead
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2-0.
After another Kansas run in the top of •l >.
the sixth, the Knights made a seventhinning rally to come within a run of tying the
game. Second baseman Crystle Krail hit
•
I
h er first home run of the season, a two-run ~)
shot to left, scoring Stephanie Best. Yet
Kraffi's long ball wasn't enough, and the
Knights ended the first game with the bases " • .:PLEASE SEE ENDERS ON A7
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Men's basketball's _
biggest man talks·about
the weather up there

l\l

ASHLEY BURNS

' ,:.

with.Ben Stout

'

Sports Editor

Stout: Yeah I was. I had a couple of
good opportunities to score in a few
games at home, but I didn't get it in.
After I finally got the two points,
though, the guys' reactions from the
bench were worth it.
future: Do you feel any extra pressure to please your funs in these last
two games or do you just care about the

. ?
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Everyone lmows who Ben Stout is.
In a crowd of a thousand students,
there's no mistaking him.
The biggest cheers at men's basket-·
ball games aren't for Dexter Lyons'
alley-oops or Gary Johnson's no-look
passes. The biggest cheers come when
Stout enters a game for the first time.
The funs decide when it's time for
Stout to enter a game, and they make
the Earth move when he does.
He's one 'o f the most popular student-atl:tletes at UCF and he has three
more years to go. The sky'§ the limit for
this 7-footer; however there might not ·
be much head room. As the funs have
chanted during every blowout win this
season, ''We want Ben!"
Ask and you shall receive.
Future: Did you ever think .that you
. would be such a huge fan favorite this
season? ·
.
Stout: I really didn't think it wo~d
· become like this in college. In high
school they used to chant the same .
thing but i~ was my last name. I really
didn't think coming into my freshman
year this would happen, but I guess
everythirig is bigger in college.
Future: Are you a little disappointed·
that your first two baskets have come
on the road this season?

. Stout: I definitely do. I had a couple
good opportunities against Stetson,
especially With t:pe free throws. I never
miss two free throws! I hope I can put
two ll;t for the funs.
Future: Are you afraid at all of the
chaos and maYh.em that will ensµe
when you score your first basket in the
DungeoIJ.?
Stout: Kirk's Jerks and the· Rowdy
Knights were saying that they were
going to carry me off the court, so we'll
see if that happens. It's going to be
.crazy.
Future: Is there a fot of trash talk tlying your way when the team is on the
road?
Stout: This past game at Mercer;
their funs were rightnext to our bench.
They were 'calling me names and
yelling·at me, but it was actually funny
to me. I wasn't even playing but I was
taking the heat off our guys. They were
treating me like l was the 's tar player.
Future: What's the absolute ·dumbest thing another player has said about
your height?
Stout: I really can't remember; but
I've heard it all. People ask me so many
different questions that I can't even
think of the dwpbest thing.
Future: Have there been any times
this season where you've referred to
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Redshirt freshman 7'1" center Ben Stout has become one of the most popular student-athletes at UCF.

Reserves find success in limited minutes this season.
FROM A6

.),

Dexter Lyons as the No. 2 fun fuvorite?
Stout:No, I never have. We never
really talk abOut it too much. I ·1mow
he's definitely the fun favorite just for
being a great, exciting playet.
Future: Aside from basketball, have
you found any unexpected advantages
to your height?
Stout: I see them everyday. I used to
work at Publix in· high school, and
whenever a kid lost his balloon, they'd,
call me to jump up and grab it. It defi.nitely has its advantages. It has some
disadvantages like hitting your head on
doorways when you forget to duck, but
it becomes a reflex after a while.
Future: ·Quick answer; don't think:
You can either hit a game-winning,
backboard crashing dunk to win the ASun tournament or you can have one
night with Britney Spears. Which is it?
Stout: The first one, definitefy. Not
only would it be amazing, it would be on
ESPN. It would be crazy.
Future: I swear one day someone
will answer Britney Spears. Have the
groupies been flocking to you as your
popularity increases?
Stout: I wouldn't . say groupies. I
always try to be nice to everybody. I
wouldn't say I have a. lot of friends
because of basketball, its just because
I'm nice to people. .
· Future: I'm going to ask an 11th
question just because I · can. What's
with the beard? Are you becoming the
evil Ben Stout?
Stout: I started to grow it out and
kind of forgot . to shave. I've gotten
mixed reactions. The guys tell me to
shave it off and the girls tell me to keep
it. I'm going with the girls.
'
Future: Tall and wise.

In UCF's first me_etings with
Georgia State and Stetson back
limited role. Ross had a huge in January, Llndbeck led the
game against the Citadel back .Knights in scoring off the
in November, shooting 3-of-5 bench. , In both games,
from the field in just 10 min- Llndbeck played less thari 15
utes. Only two weeks later, minutes and scored nine
Ross exploded against Navy, · . poillts. Llndbeck shot three. hitting five three-pointers to for-four from three-point land
record 15 points in as many against the Hatters for the
· minutes. The Navy game was Knights' only offensive producthe third-consecutive game in tion off the bench.
which Ross' led the bench in
"You always have to have
scoring.
that mentality when you're a
. Sophomore guard Troy shooter," said Lindbeck of
Llndbeck has shown signs of a building momentum and findpromising three-point .shooter, ing a steady rhythm. 'fuiy night
·as fie has leel the UCF bench in you can just go off. Every night
scornig five times this season.
I go in thinking I'm on. If I miss
"I think I've done pretty a couple it's not like rm going
well," Llndbeck said. "Coming to quit shooting." ·
off of last year, I played a little
Yet as strong as the offense
more and got a little more has been off the bench this
comfortable. So this year it's a season, the defense };las been
little easier for me to step in just as important. Both
~ the game and come in and
IGngsley Edwards . and Will
knock down some shots. I'm Bakanowsky have had their
more comfortable and relaxed. share of solid offensive out1 lmow how physical it is and puts. However, their statistics
how fast it is. Having that year don't show how well they conof experience is a big help, trolled the tempo or the game
especially when all I have tQ do or shut their opponents"
is come in and lmock down offenses down.
some shots."
Edwai:ds has had the tough

duty of playing the third guard
behind Lyons and Gary
Johnson. Johnson and 'L'yons
rank first and second on the
team in minutes per game, ·
respectively. Edwards has been .
a key factor in keeping the
offensive tone consistent, as he
is fifth on the team in assists
while. averaging just above 20
minutes per game.
Bakanowsky, on the other
hand, has shown great intensity in his defense off the ,b ench
this season. Filling in for
Bodden
and
Morentin,
Bakanowsky, or Kelso as some
of his fans have taken to calling
him, is fifth for the Knights in
rebounds with 3.1 per game.
"We all lmow our roles coming off the bench and we all
want to win," ·Bakanowsky
said.'
Bakanowsky found a nice
offensive rhythm in midDecember. The 6-foot-9-inch
sophomore shot a perfect 4forA from the field at
Campbell and added five
r~bounds. Two days later, he
put up seven points and six
rebounds in only 17 minutes
against Gardner-Webb while

helping to hold GWU's starting
forwards to just 11 points..
"Right now, we know that
we h'ave to get our stuff together," Bakanowsky said. · "We
need to be playing like we were
when we had a 12-game winning streak."
The entire team lmows that
this weekend's games against
Gardner-Webb and Campbell
won't be as easy as they appear
on paper. However, they do
lmow. that they pale in compari.Son to the toUrnament that
lies ahead next week.
"These next two games tell
whether we're going to .be the
team that we're supposed to be
or .t hat team that could have
been," Peppers said. ')\s far as
me, these are a turning 'point
for me for what I need to learn
and grow from."
"We have a great group of
·guys and for me to be behind'
them, I'm learning a lot,"
Lindbeck said. "They'.re step-·
ping up and they're doing what
they have, so I can't complain.
I come in and fill my role, and
if we keep it up, we should
have some fun in the A-Stin
tournament."

'Meil one game behind TSU
FROM A6 .

not eligible to participate in
the 2004 A-Sun championship due to NCAA rules
regarding movement
to
Division I ·s tatus. The winner
of the league's championship
receives an automatic bid into
the NCAA Tourmµnent.
Troy State, who, has yvon
nine straight games since a
loss to UCF at home, has all
but sealed the regular season
ti.tie, and subsequently the
league's top seed in the tournament. UCF, Belmont,
Georgia . State,
Stetson,
Mercer and Jacksonville have
all clinched a spot in the
championship.
Florida
Atlantic will .most likely be
awarded the final spot due to
the ineligibility of GardnerWebb and Lipscomb.
"There are still some things
to be determined as far as the
seeding go. · We're going to
· have a very good seed, but we
lmow it's going to be 'tough to
win three games in a row,"
·speraw said regarding ·the ASun tournament, which takes
place March 4 · through

March 6 in Nashville, Tenn.
"It takes a lot of luck, a lot of
good plays, and the ball has to
bounce your way. A lot of it
also
comes
down
to
matchups. We'll have to see
how the brackets come.out." ,
First things first: The
Knights must take care of the
business at hand this weekend.
Wmner of two of its last
three games, Gardner-Webb
(8-19, 5-13 A-Sun) gave Troy
State all it could handle before
falling short in its last outirtg.
The Bulldogs are paced· by
Brian Bender's 12.7po.ints per
game.
With a 3-15 conference
,record, Campbell is not a factor. But a win against the
Knights on Saturday could
give the Camels something to
hang their hats on .in the offseason and possibly to build on
for next season. .
Like they have done all season, the seniors will take
charge aiid set the pace for
the Knights. Lyons, Morentin
and Bodden have led UCF in
scoring in all but one game
this season.

Enders' bomb ignites late rally
FROM A6

emptied the bases with a
three-run homei:
The Mustangs (5-8) put two
loaded.
UCF bounced back in the more runs on the board in the
second game, · pounding Cal bottom of the fifth. But after
Poly 7-3. The Knights had a UCF' pitcher Tuytor Sawyer
field day with Mustang pitcher replaced Enders,·Sawyer shut
Emily Hively, as they scored out the Mustangs through the
five runs on four hits against last two innings for her first
save of the season. With the
hei:
·
The Knights jumped on the · win, Enders improves to 3-2 on
board in the second inning the season.
The Knights he.3d to South
when Best launched a solo
home run, her second of the Carolina tomorrow to compete
season. UCFbroke a 1-1 tie.in in the Charleston Southern
the top of the fifth as Krafft tournament against Akron,
scored on an erroi: In the next Canisius, Furman and the
at-bat, pitcher Llndsay Enders College of Charleston.
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Junior pitcher Lindsay Enders picked up her third win of the season Friday against UCSB.

Women sit half game back of Mercer in A-Sun
FROM A6

the University Center opened
its doors in late January, while
the Knights are 5-2 on the road
in the A-Sl,lil.
,
Georgia State also had trouble of its own last weekend. The
Panthers got blasted by
Lipscomb and Belmont by a
margin of 30 points.
Three GSU players average
in double figures. Patechia
Hartman has been the lead
horse. The senior guard has
been named A-Sun "Player of
the Week" four times, and
leads the league with an average of 19 points per game..
Forwards 1onica Thomas
.. -

and April Clyburn average
more than 10 points per game.
GSU is 6-2 at the Sports Arena
this year. UCF Coach Striegler
is 1-8 all-time against the
Panthers.

Around the Atlantic Sun
The race to Dothan, Ala.,
and the conference tournament is as hot as ever. As for the
seedings' for the A-Sun tourney,
Georgia State, · Lipscomb,
Belmont and UCF have
punched their tickets, with
Stetson, Mercer, Troy State and
Florida Atlantic driving for the
final four rankings. Campbell
has the toughest mountain to
climb; t e Camels are two

games behind in the loss column, and have league-leading
Georgia State on the horizon.

Team to watch this weekend
Stetson
The Hatters once again are
heading into two tough home
games as Lipscomb and
Belmont come to DeLand. Two
losses this weekend would even
Stetson's record in A-Sun
action at 9-9, and would mean
three defeats in a row. That's
something
Coach
Dee
Romine's squad wants to avoid
going into the team's final two
regular season games, because
both of those games are away
from the · unds Center.

The third-place Bruins have
posted three wins in a row, and
boast of having the league's
hottest player, Brandi Miller.
Lipscombisonlyahalfgame
behind Georgia State entering
the weekend, and has won
three of its last four on the
road.

Anew'Player of the Week'
Belmont guard Brandi
Miller was named A-Sun
"Player of the Week" Monday.
Miller led the Bruins to a pair of
wins, putting her squad within
one and a half games of the top
spot. This marks the first time
that the Kansas native has won
the award.
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Unplug events help
students get natural
E

veryone needs to unplug
once in a while.
With this spirit in mind,
an alliance of campus clubs
started a two-week Unplug
campaign Monday, inviting students to release themselves
from technology in any way
they can. Be it dumping a cell
phone, riding a bike instead of
driving a car or turning off the
TY, the groups hope students
will let go of technology for a
few days and embrace nature.
1his string of events will cul~
minate in a bike ride from UCF
to downtown Orlando March 6.
Unplug organizers want students to simplify their lives, if
only temporarily. But they also
hope that by unplugging, students will stop to appreciate
the world around them. No
fewer than 10 events will take
place at the Arboretum, making it something of a focal point
for Unplug, and with good reason. UCF has something of a
wonderland hidden away east
of the Biological Sciences
Building. To the casual observer, the Arboretum looks to be a
small forest, but it houses an
expanse of garden that approximates a campus Eden.
There, students and outside
guests can relax in an environment bereft of technology.

Footpaths interconnect and
people we care about whenever
wind through this garden, with · we want, and some people wona thick tree canopy that at
der how they lived without
times looks like a tunnel of
them. They're not necessary,
foliage. Benches provide ample
however, and leaving that
space to bask in a serene setphone behind can be a liberatting within a bustling university ing experience, something
Unplug sponsors hope you'll
environment.
· Being inside a classroom can notice, should you give it a try.
make a student forget a place
Giving one up permanently
like this exists. There's a reason could also free up a little more
it's here, though - students
cash, while setting you apart
need to appreciate nature, and
from the crowd.
they need to be able to escape
Though UCF has ruffied
the world we live in.
some feathers with plans to
Parking on campus is a perdevelop land on the north end
of campus, including a new
fect example of the stresses
such a world can impose. Every entrance off McCulloch Road
day, students face a fight for
and an extension connecting
with Greek Park, it has left the
parking, unless they're willing
vast majority of its campus
to bite the bullet and park in
the Arena lots. We live with cars alone, free to grow and thrive in
the subtropical Florida environfor their convenience, but we
also see the frustration that
ment. The Arboretum typifies
having them can cause.
this environmental commitStudents who ride a bus don't
ment. Aside from its core garhave to deal with this, nor do
dens stocked with hundreds of
students who ride bikes. Bikes
plant species, the Arbor.e tum
and the free buses around UCF includes about 70 acres east of
are also a whole lot easier on
Gemini Boulevard, including a
the wallet.
man-made lake.
Cell phones present another
Just for a day, try leaving the
double-edged sword. Walking on technology we depend upon
campus, you're apt to find at
behind, and take a look at the
least one in 10 people talking
natural wonders UCF has been
on a cell phone at any time.
modestly hiding in our midst.
You may find a freedom you
Cell phones give us the convenience to commllnicate with
never noticed you lost.

.
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Scholars of the Constitution

not a politician
n the wake of recent lawsuits alleging various human
and employee rights atrocities, Wal-Mart has decided to
take its fight for financial gain
to Washington, D.C.
The retail giant has scaled
up its political contributions
this year to the tune of $1.3
million in January alone,
according to the Web site
http://Politicalmoneyline.com.
Wal-Mart is buying into political campaigns because the
company knows its money will
go to work for its interests. That
political contributions are a
functional part of government
isn't a shock. Those kind of
back-door shenanigans have
been going on since politicians
first decided that public office
was more of a get-rich-quick
scheme than an opportunity to
serve their country.
What's sick about the cycle
of contributions and "pork barrel legislation'' is that it's
become so effective, it's now
seemingly necessary for large .
corporations to become politically active in the financial
sense. .
So what is Wal-Mart spending its money for? Only the corporation itself can answer that,
but it's not hard to make an
educated guess. It has been
sued a lot lately, and at the
same time is hitting brick walls
when trying to expand into n ew
markets.
The old route of saying
"pretty please" and documenting how much money Wal-Mart

can bring into a community
isn't working anymore.
Communities are standing up
to the company, arguing that
Wal-Marts take away jobs and
destroy smaller local businesses. Labor unions also fault the
company for destroying union
jobs and creating non-union
ones that pay less and offE;r
fewer benefits.
Many of those to whom WalMart has given money, like
Congresswoman Virginia
Brown-Waite of Florida, represent districts into which WalMart is attempting to expand.
That could be interpreted as
giving representatives money in ·
the hope that they will grease
the political wheels for a new
store to roll into town.
In light of statistics that
show that when a Wal-Mart
moves into town, property valu es drop and crime goes up, it's
understandable that .most people don't want n ew s.t ores in
their neighborhoods.
It's easy to fault Wal-Mart for
taking the political route to
make life a little easier, but it'd
be much preferred if the company just fixed its problems
instead of making it easier for
the company to continue to
make things worse.
Instead of giving $5,000 to
Republican Sen. Trent Lott,
.who has a history of voting.for
laws that curtail lawsuits
against corporations, and who
repeatedly voted against laws
that would make it illegal to
give soft money contributions to

politicians, Wal-Mart could stop
angering its employees and
enraging its potential neighbors
and customers.
For example, the company
could raise store employees'
wages to assuage fears of
reduced pay compared to jobs
that Wal-Mart takes. It could
avoid holding employees beyond
their scheduled hours to prevent lawsuits that accuse the
company of using unpaid labor.
It could stop purchasing clothes
from countries known to harbor
sweatshops, where children and
adults work for pennies per
hour and receive no job ·benefits.Anti-racism training could
cut down on the rash of discrimination lawsuits filed
against Wal-Mart in the last
decade.
These are but a handful of
paths Wal-Mart could take to
improve how the company does
business. But let's face it, not
many of those are going to
improve the company's bottom
line in the short run.
The real solution is to ban
this type of political contribution altogether. It's bad enough
that money enters into politics
at all. By making it easier for
corporations to continue to hurt
the average American in the
pursuit of profit, in this case letting them buy favors in
Washington, the government
makes our country worse. The
purpose of a government is to
protect the citizenry, and that
doesn't leave room for selling
out.
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I find it fascinating albeit predictable that
your paper can dedicate such a sizable portion of space to an unfounded conclusion
["Oisgracedjudge gets Bush's blessing," ·
Feb. 23]. The president has the authority to
make an appointment whenever he wants.
His Article II powers to that extent are
almost unchallenged by case law. The only
restricgon on the presidential appointment
power is also found in Article II - that an
appointment shall only be fulfilled with the
advice and consent of two-thirds of the .
. Senate. The president made his appointment [of Alabama Attorney General William
Pryor to the federal appeals court] already,
but that does not secure his job. Pryor still
has to face a vote of the Senate when they
next meet.
The Constitution takes this into account.
I object to your assertion that the
Constitution contains "loopholes." The
framers did not leave loopholes. Contracts
written on cocktail napkins have loopholes.
The Constitution does not.
It is altogether possible that Congress
will come to order and Teddy Kennedy will
deride the president for killing democracy
by appointing Pryor (even though KeID!edy
can drunkenly kill a young girl at
Chappaquiddick) and the Senate will not
consent to Pryor's appointment. And spare
me the tripe that Congress is this august
political organ of democratic representation. Congress has the collective power to
be just as vapid as the president - not that
the president is vapid, of cotirse.
Perhaps, in the Future's zeal to be
accepted by a greater audience, you may
wish to take a·conservative stance on issues,
rather than wearing your heart on your
sleeve and jerking your knees when Bush
talks.
- ffiER S. VAN VOORHEES

The noose response

[To Sports Editor Ashley Bums regarding
his column headlined, ''Ain't it strange?"
Feb. 23]: I read your response to the reaction that the noose image on the sports
front page was racist. No one should ever
be accused ofbeing a racist. It's a hurtful,
·strong allegation against a person.
However, your response was downright
insensitive and narrow-minded. Just
because an image of a noose means nothing
to you, you should still take a deep breath
and try to understand that yes, it is a fact
that it may have offended some people even if it meant nothing to you.
You still could h ave defended your decision for using the noose. However, the
human thing would have been to acknowledge that while it may have offended some,
it wasn't done intentionally.
Instead, you chose to respond rather
immaturely with, "Next you're going to tell

..

me I'm attacking Canadian furriers with
today's bear trap picture." Congratulations.
You know what you just did? As if African
Americans and other minorities haven't had
enough of a history of whites belittling our
feelings, opinions and concerns, you just
added to that number with that comment.
Get angry. Get offended if you want.
Myself? I'm not that concerned because I'm
used to your reaction and many others just
like it. I just know this: because of all the
letters and e-mails about it, this is not
something you'll easily forget and maybe
the next time around, instead of being so
quick with your witty comments, you'll try
to understand that other people's feelings
and opinions are just as valid as your own.
How about a history lesson while you're
at it? Maybe then you'll understand why
simple images today have been linked, with
horrific events of the past.
- LINDA SERAPHIN

Nooses weren't racist
[Regarding "Nooses were racist,".Reader
Views, Feb. 23]. Why do you overreact over
something so minute that it doesn't matter
in the scheme of your day, let alone your
life?
A few things you should note. Blacks
were not the only people who were hanged.
Actually, there were more whites in the wild
West, medieval and Colonial times that
were hanged than blacks altogether. There
are no hard facts on this, it is just common
sense, since it was a frequently used
method of execution.
You are one of the few people who would ·
look at a noose in a sports section and caU it
racist. Don't stress :.._ it's a picture of a
rope, for cryin' out loud! I am Jewish and
you don't see me freaking out every tiine I
see an oven on Passover!
Please just relax. The thing most ironic
a~out this is that you calling Ashley Burns a
racist is more offensive than the noose in
the first place. Get a grip on reality, and
next time you feel compelled to complain
about a sports writer being racist, do us all a
favor and keep it to yourself.

.......

•.

- DREW LIPSON

Sign language faces barrier

1 was shocked and embarrassed to read
your front-page article on the possible ad0ption of American Sign Language as a foreign language ["Sign language as foreign
language?" Feb. 16].
Shocked, because I could not believe
that Naval Modani, who is the vice chairman of the Faculty Senate, would advise
other faculty members on how to vote! the
role of the vice chairman, or any other
member of the Faculty Senate, is not to tell

••
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stars," not groping back in time to the dark
ages!
•
Modani's opinion frankly reminds me of the
infamous "Milan Resolution" of 1880 that outlawed sign language for hearing-impaired children. This edict basically imposed oral spoken
language on deaf children around the world.
Deaf children were often required to sit on
their hands in the classroom, so that they
could Iiot use signs or gestures. They were forbidden to sign to each other, and when they
were caught using the signs that they spontaneously developed, they were often beaten.
True, we don't physically beat UCF students
who want to learn sign language, but we certainly do punish them by not allowing them to
use ASL to fulfill foreign language requirements. Students at community colleges who
take ASL as their foreign language, some considering careers working with the deaf, also
will be hurt.
In closing, I can recommend-the information availiible at http://www.cal.org/resources/
digest/ASL.html or http://www.unm.edu/
-wilcox/ASLFUasl fl.html or world-renowned
neurologist and author Oliver Sack's (author
of The Man Who Mistook His Wife far a Hat
and Awakenings, the book on which the
award-winning movie of the same name was
based) excellent introduction to American Sign ·
Language and deaf culture titled Seeing Voices:
A ]aurney into the Warl.d of the Deaf to Modani
and any other faculty members who would like
to instruct themselves about the issues
involved.
Deaf people around the world would be
extremely hurt by Modani's ignorance, but
would probably still forgive him. After all, he is
only a hearing individual.

the members how to vote. The Faculty Senate
is supposed to be a forum for all kinds of
" views.
It was inappropriate and irresponsible for
Modani to :int'luence the vote in this manner.
~ Moreover, it was further equally inappropriate
and irresponsible of your newspaper to print
this biased and unqualified opinion without
presenting the opposing viewpoint.
~
I am troubled that in 2004 there are still
people in a community of scholars who do not
understand the nature of American Sign
Language. Modani said that he did not feel
' that ASL offered the same benefits that other
foreign languages do. I challenge Modani to
specify any of these benefits.
•
Let me just state a few of the facts about
American Sign Language to set the record
- straight. I feel competent to speak on this
issue, as mr- doctorate is in the discipline of
'\ linguistics. First, after nearly two decades of
scientific investigation, the current view on
American Sign Langu~ is that it is a "natural" language with its own distinct grammar
and that it is equally complex as any other natural spoken language. Professors Ursula
Bellugi, Roger Brown and William Stoke are
~ just a few of the eminent scholars whose
. research and expertise back up this statement,
should Modani or others at UCF care to consult the research that qualifies this assertion.
American Sign Language is not what linguists
call a "code" but rather a natural language.
American Sign Language is not the same as
., "Signed English" and it is not the system of
' hand signs for spelling words called "finger
spelling."
If Modani would contend that learning a
- JACK RYALLS
.,,.., traditional foreign language opens communiPROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
cation to a new group of individuals with
whom one could not formerly communicate,
harassed,
then perhaps he should consider that
The police·motto is "To serve and protect,"
American Sign Language is the fourth most
but it is clear that they are not serving nor proused language in North America. Thus,
tecting us in the way they should be. Instead,
American Sign Language is right up there
after English, Spanish and French. The fact of they only harass and intimidate the public.
When I see a cop, I want to say, "I'm safe
the matter is that from a purely statistical pernow, there's a police officer over there. He
spective, American Sign Language is a much
would protect me if anything happened." But
.more useful "foreign" language in North
.
illi' America than is German, Russian or Japanese. unfortunately our society does not function
this way. Instead, most cops are in their 20s
There is a very rich literature and culture
and usually on a power trip every time you
associated with American Sign Language. Yes,
there are plays and performances in American deal with them, so when I see one, I get nervSign Language. ASL has a rich cultural history. cms when I'm not doing anything to be nervous about.
It is interesting to note in passing that native
Friday night I was across the street at a
signers of ASL can understand and be underfriends' house and I smoked some pot. Then
~ stood in France (because ASL is based on
we walked across the street to my place to eat
Gallaudett's system developed in France) but
some dinner. A few moments later there was a
not communicate with the British sign system
knock at the door. To my surprise, it was two
used in England.
Finally I would like to address one last point police officers and three Resident Assistants.
brought tip by your newspaper. That is, "Other Since I live in Pegasus Landing, they are
allowed to enter my house without my permisfaculty members expressed concern that
, approving ASL might open the door to allowing sion (which is complete B.S., might I add) so
they marched on in.
t computer languages used by programmers to
After being questioned, intimidated and
satisfy university exit requirements." No matthreatened
with jail time, I turned over the
ter how complex the programming, computer
weed in my pocket. He said since I cooperated,
codes are not languages in the expert opinion
he'd only give me a referral.
of linguists. Once again, the naive view that
Only? That's some B.S, if you ask me. Now
American Sign Language is a code is lurking
I'm in trouble for inhaling the smoke from a
behind this statement. The consideration of
plant that grows naturally on Earth.
, computer languages is not at stake here. This
Where were these cops two months ago
is a separate issue, which is completely unrewhen people broke into my apartment and
lated to the present discussion.
walked out with my TY, Playstation 2 and $200
Florida Statute Chapter 1007, Article 2615,
worth of games? Where the hell were they
stipulates that American Sign Language be
accepted as a foreign language for purposes of when the same stuff happened at three or four
graduation in postsecondary institutions in the other apartments that same night? Where
were they a few weeks ago when my friend's
~ State of Florida. Therefore UCF's policy not to
·truck was broken into and he lost $1,500 in
do so clearly goes against the spirit of Florida
stereo equipment? Where were they when I
law. The fact that UCF ar:id the University of
got jumped while crossing the street?
Western Florida are the only two state univerPolice need to worry more about protecting
sities that still do not accept American Sign
us
from
real criminals than harassing people
Language as fulfilling the foi;eign language
who don't bother anyone.
requirements for graduation is embarrassing.
We are supposed to be "reaching for the
- SEAN BOULANGER

Feeling

not protected

UCF Athletics....R\GHT HERE. RIGHT NOW.

SUPPORT YOUR
KNl~HTS!
www.ucfathlet1cs.com

Thursday, February Z6th - I p.m. - Women's Tennis v. Eastern Michigan at the
UCF Tennis Complex.
Thursday, February Z6th - 7:30 p.m. - Men·s Basketball v. Gardner-Webb. at the UCF
Arena.
Friday, February Z7th • Z p.m. •
- Men's Tennis v. Troy State at the UCF Tennis
Complex.
Friday, February Z7th - 6 p.m. •
- U_CF Baseball v. Monmouth at Jay Bergman Field. f.".,.'~A
Saturdav, February ZBth • 8:30 a.m. •
- Women·s Rowing at Lake Maitland.

,r

Saturdav, February ZBth · I I a.m. •
- Men's Tennis v. FAU at the UCF Tennis CC)mplex.
Saturdav, February ZBth • f p.m. •
- UCF Baseball v. Monmouth at Jay Bergman
Field.
Saturday, February ZBth - 7:30 p.m. - Men's Basketball v. Campbell at the UCF Arena.
Sunday, February Z9th - I p .. m. •
- UCF Baseball v. Monmouth at Jay Bergman Field.
Tuesday,, March Znd • I p.m. Women's Tennis v. Xavier at the UCF Tennis
Complex.

Admission is FREE for all students with a valid UCF
l.D.! · All other fans, call 407-UCF-GOLD.

LSAT

'hi her
test scores
uaranteed
or your money back.

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT*
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Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition:* It's that simple.

LSAT: Classes Begin Sunday, March 7, 2004
GMAT: Classes Begin Sunday, March 14, 2004
GRE: Classes Begin Monday, March 22, 2004
MCAT: Classes Begin Tuesday, March 16, 2004

Ask us about
speda\ .

$99WindoW
tinting

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN'
*Test names are registered trad.emarks of tlieir respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.
Open 9am-6pm • Sunda s 1Oam-4pm

1·BOO·KAP· TEST
kaptest.com
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
150 HelpWanted:Part-Time
175 Help Wanted: Full-Time
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes
100

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

400 Services
450 Retail
500 Events:Campus
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: Off.Campus .
600 Travel
700

Worship

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 lost&Found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando. FL 3281i

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. 'I'ues. f01· Thurs. Issue

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard. VISA, AMEX

WANTED:

Roadhouse Grill

Students To Take
Online Surveys For Money

Restaurant Hourly Interviews
Interviewing for servers, bartenders,
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown
Orlando area. Conducting on the spot
interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2881 S.
Orange Ave. anytime Mon.-Thurs. 2-5pm
(No Appl. Nee.). Ask for mgr. on duty.
Directions 407-481-2991.

Get Paid for Your Opinion
.Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT
$10.00-$12.00/hr +bonuses. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and change the
quality of a child's life. Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.net
CAREER OPPORTUNITY: ENTRY
LEVEL POSITION IN A LAW FIRM Winter Park commercial law firm has an
entry level business/reai estate litigation
legal assistant position available.
Excellent career opportunity for an
intelligent, motivated. independent,
organized and proactive individual.
Strong computer skills and work ethic
required. Competitive salary, benefits
and excellent working conditions. Please
e-mail resume in confidence to /
MBLUCZAK®EARTHLINK.NET.

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250.
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection
For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

PT position as shipping/ receiving clerk.
Good health, able to lift 80 lb boxes and
use computer. Flexible hours but
demanding during book rush. Good ·
wage and benefits. dfox@nebook.com
AMAZING SUMMER at premier PA coed
children's overnight camp. Energetfc,
enthusiastic men and women wanted for
all activities and counselor positions.
Good Salary. Great Experience.
Internships Available. Visit our web site,
www.campnockamixon.com to schedule
an on campus interview for March 2.

Attractive Female Wanted
18+ to assist in the implementation of a
Reality type entertainment project.
Outgoing personality with a sense of
adventure is ideal. NO nudity involved.
Will pay cash plus future residuals.
Please e-mail pie and phone $ for an in
person meeting. tad072001@yahoo.com .

Do you like •••
• A work location near UCF?
• A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?

SllJDEl\'T

$10/wk
$9/wk
$8/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland,
Maine. Noted for picturesque lakefront
locations and exceptional facilities.
M id-June thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis, baseball,
basketball, soccer. lacrosse, golf, flag
football, roller hockey, field hockey,
swimming, sailing, waterskiing.
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video. woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts. fine arts. silver
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer,
piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking. rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
800-997-4347. Or apply online @ www.. takajo.com or www.tripplakecamp.com.

Summer Jobs
• Seven Weeks
• $2100
• Room &Board Included
• Co-Ed Camp

Appointment Setter for Insurance
Agency. FT/PT. Must have reliable
transportation, flexibility, and great phone
voice. Please call Jessica 407-829-2471
or fax 407-829-3306.

Movie Extras/
Models Needed
For statewide produdions.
Now seeking new talent
for various auditions.
No Exp. Req.1
.~ All looks and ages.

Telephone Pros Needed In our New
State of the Art Call Center. 4th largest
Direct TV Dealer looking for FT/ PT
candidates w( great comm. skills in an
inbound/outbound environment. Hourly
wages + huge comm . Benefits incl.
m edical, dental, & visior\, direct deposit,
weekly pay, & PAID TRAIN ING. Please
contact 407-331-3934 or email
eddie@directactivation.com.
Approx 30 hrs/wk as Textbook Assist.
Research & data entry, lots of details,
good typist. Able to work independently.
Flexible hours, comp. wage & benefits.
dfox@ nebook.com

...::.::

FEMALE MODELS WANTED:

'-

UP TO $300/DAY

1-800-818-7520

' )

18·25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8"
to 5'10" . For lingerie photo &
portfolio demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!

DialAmerifa Marketing, ,

where opportunities and a fun
:
environment are all a art of the ·ob.

Get Paid to Play!
The Florido Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC} needs mole and
female Summer.Comp
Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is on overnight comp
located off of Highway 450 in
Umatilla, Florido. The comp
runs June 7- July 24. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250
or 352-669-9443 ext. 250.

• flexible s'hedules
• guaranteed salaries
• paid training_
• weekly payihe1lcs
We have immediate openings and
you get to choose a schedule that's
flexible for you. No experience
is necessary, we'll get you up and
running with complete confidence.
We offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.

s 100 sign on bonus!
Call now and set up an
immediate interview @
E. Orlando 407-243-9400 or
Winter Park 407-673-9700

~
~

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
20-30, info is confidential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377 -3978

Actresses I Models
Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384-9313.
Ask for Ben.

Then Trade~ ~ublishing

I

~ I

is for you!

LOCAL

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line.

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965·6520 ext 107.

HELP WANTED

Now hiring agents.to set
photographer appointments
Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.
FT/PT Data Prep Analyst. Florida Mall
area. Strong knowledge of Access and
Data Sorting. For more info about Action
Mail or to submit your info email:
sales @actionmailservices.com
Bartenders Needed. Make $150 to $250
a Day. No Experience Necessary. Will
Train. Call Now 1-800-704-9775.
Two Men .and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential & commercial c ustomers.
Must be neat in appearance, have clean
driving record, strong work ethic, &
excellent customer service skills. We
offer excellent wages + tips, & bonuses.
407-816-091 5 . We are located west of
the airport at 2901 McCoy Rd. between
Conway and Orange Ave.

$250 a day poti;intial
Bartending Training Provided.
·1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Red Lobsterism #5
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For 4 life-saving
Plasma Donations

STUDENTS \t
NEW DONORS:

·Bring this ~~d for an
EXTRA 55 on your 2"d
& 4th donation!
Walk-Ins Welcome!
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DCI BIOLOGICA.LS

Interested in working with us? All you have to do is apply in person at:

9892 International Drive, Orlando, FL 32819
For more information, please call (407) 363-0399

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite· 500

(321) 235-9100

CV'e""te so""'e ReJ. LobsteYtS""'s .PoV' yol.\V'se\-P.

IIWhere it Pays to Care"
•

www.redlobster.com/jobs

r
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EOE, M/F/D/V

.1
./

Crossword
Great opportunity with a local moving
company looking for customer service
representative. Wages commensurate
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777.

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
$350 base + comm. Gas & med
insurance. Call Nick 407-296-0430.

Accounting manager. Must have degree
in accounting or 2 yrs. exp. in acct. field.
Must have exp. with Excel. Excellent
wage and benefits. Typical hours 12 to
9pm. dfox@nebook.com

Summer Sales Reps Needed
Make $20,000 to $75,000 in 4 months
'\ no sales experience needed. Corporate
housing provided in Atlanta, Georgia.
Relocate and have a summer
experience to remember. Make enough
to pay for school and don't worry about
\
money for the rest of the year.
Call us at 1-888-333-Bravo
leave a message if interested.
,,

~

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
·
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Loan Originators
Nation's leading lending co. No exp. or
lie. required . Earn full time pay with part
time work. Set your own work schedule.
Call Nick 407-657-0154.

ACROSS FROM WATERFORD LAKES
TOWN CENTER
3bd/~ 1/2ba, fully furn., except room to
be rented .. W/D. Gated. $450+util. Avail.
Now! Call 301-526-0829 ask for Kobla.
Planning ahead? Room for rent in new
home 4 mi. from UCF, & 1 mile from
Waterford Lakes & 408. Quiet
atmosphere, student managed (Fe) /rent
only to students. $300 - $330 + 1/3 util.
Free High Speed Internet. fully furn. No
drugs & caged pets OK. Room open in
May/June & Aug. Call 7?2-215-6871
Rm/Ba avail. in 2bd/2ba Christian home.
Clean. Nice neighborhood w/ bus line.
Spacious. Fridge, TV, W/D, hot tub, etc.
No drugs/smoking/pets. $485/mo. incl.
util. UCF AREA. 407-282-4009.
3/2 for rent w/ 2 car garage, full kitchen,
hardwood floors, and fenced in yard.
·
$950/mo. plus deposit.
'
Minutes from UCF.
Please call 407-970-3114
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UC::F. M/F. $450/mth.
All util. incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.
4/2 near uci= with pool and lawn service
provided by owner. Avail April 1st. No
pets, responsible students welcome.
$1200/mo. Nice neighborhood. LM @
407-678-9893.

TCBY Treats, the country's best
• "'yogurt, is hiring for PT position. C.ake
decorating exp. preferred. Flex. hrs.
Apply within at 1945 Aloma Ave.
407-671 -2888 ask for Bob.

House for Rent. 3/2. 2 miles from UCF.
On University Blvd. close to 417.
Move-in special. Incl. W/D. Can rent by
room! Lake view. Rent very negotiable.
Call 407-677-0056.

l'f1tYoung Christian family in Sandlake Point
is looking tor a reliable pit nanny for 2
young children. Own transportation and
exp req, NS, able to work reg weekly
schedule. 407-355-3998 or 407-312-0073

Dean/Lake Underhill Rd - Room 4 rent in
gorgeous 4/2 newer hoine on lake. 2 car
gar. Safe, fam. neighd. Vaulted ceilings,
min from UCF, Christian preferred, no
drugs, M/F $200 deposit and $31 O a
month plus 1/4 util. Student preferred.
Avail now. (407) 658-8301 - Brian.'

~~
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M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
i/f't>
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

BROKE?
f}i

Oon't get a Job, get a Lifel Work for
yourself and make $600 to $1,000
weekly from home, just part-time!
Listen to this: 1-800-366-1375
x7608.

LOOK AT THIS PRICE!

PIT childcare for 3 1/2 & 1 1/2 YR old in
Altamonte Springs. Exp & references
reqd. Flex. hours. Email. letter of interest,
current hrs. of avail.(and summer avail.),
and resume to ronadesign@cfl.rr.com . ·

"1- Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

$395/mo. ($100 offl) All Util. Incl. Village
@ Science Dr. Sublease a clean room
w/priv. bath. Lots of amenities! Avail.
Immediately! Call 407-721-4550.

ti

.

1 Bdt1 Ba in 2Bd/2Ba,condo $440/mo.
Utils. incl. cable, roadrunner, gym, pool,
and parking. NS. 15 mins from UCF.
321-945-1201 or email
realestate_sedenu@yahoo.com.

~

AQUATICS POSITIONS
(PIT, Seasonal) Lifeguard ($7.25/hr),
• Must have current CPR for the
professional rescuer, first aid and
lifeguard training. Senior Guard
($8.50/hr), the above + water safety.
Instructor Head Guard ($9.25/hr), the
above + exp. leading. Water Aerobics
Instructor ($14.00/hr), Current CPR, first
~aid certif. and Aquatic Exercise Assoc. or
equiv. App. materials may be picked up
at City of Oviedo, Human Resources,
400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765.
EOE-M/F/DN-Drug-Free Workplace

FREE R'ENT
1 & 2 bedroom·
floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!
Stunning 212 apt. Wood floors, new
appliances, W/D, vaulted ceilings,
pool, and tennis. Hunter's Re~erve
$875/mo. Must see! 3 mos. free rent
Call 305-775-2063.
Room available NOW mins from UCF
Female needed for Sublease in 3/3 apt.
NO SEC. DEP. OR MOVE-IN FEE REQ.
All utils included/fully furn. Only $485/rrio.
or negotiable rent. 561-676-5073.
UCF AREA CONDO FOR RENT
212 condo in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $780/mo. Trash, water
and sewer incl., W/0 1 scrn porch and
lake view. Call 407-310-6583.
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer Ns,no pets, no children. $650/month
+ sec. dep. & 6 mo. min. lease.
Call Linda 407-366-2650.
Room avail in 4/2, private bed, share
bath w/one other person. $440/mo ·
includes all util. F only. Mins from UCF.
Call (941) 720-1886
Efficiency Apartment for Rent
Rouse Rd. near Colonial. Private
Entrance, single family home, tiled,
everything new, cornplete kitchenette,
own parking, $500 incl. util. and pest.
Call 407-810-1895 leave· message.

Nurse Practitioner
Full-time with excellent salary and
benefits for a busy cardiology practice
located in Orlando. Nurse practitioner will
'it round at local hospitals with physicians.
~
407-351-5384 x 3809 or fax
407-843-2109.

Room avail in 4i2 house close·
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub, .
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless Internet &
storage incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 util.
Call for info. 321-230-0658.
Room for Rent. $350/mo. all inclusive.
Behind UCF. 10 min. drive. .Plenty of
parking. 1/4 acre of land. Call Steve at
407-281-4345.
Room for rent in 2/2 townhouse. 5 min
from UCF, 17x 13 bdrm & bath. M/F no
pref. Fully furn. except bdrm . •
$385/mo. + 1/2 util. Avail. now.
Call Brad@ 407-808-8039
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/ S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461 -5101 or
239-633-9400.
M looking for a M/F roommate. Furn. BO.
$380/mo. No deposit. lncls.
EVERYTHING. Just remodeled every
room in house. Access to pool.
Call Tony at 407-467-4177.
2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house.
Incl. all util + hot tub & ethernet. Brand
new home less than 1 min.
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo.
Call 239-841-6600.
·F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. 1O min.
from UCF. Alafaya Woods area.
$460/mo. util. incl., ethernet, W/D, cable
& phone. Furn. if needed. Cal.I
407-824-7883 daytime or 407- 298-1263
after 6 p.m.
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home In UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl.
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOW!!! Email: kleinst_ 42@yahoo.com
with name and number.

Roommate needed to share large quiet
home near downtown. Mins from UCF,
Valencia, public transportation.
$370-400/mo. Util incld. Lrg yard, quie)
neighborhood. 'No pets, no children.
Call 407-658-9190..
.
1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/-2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. Close to UCF. $485 a month plus
utilities. Call 407-31 2-5583 or
407-681 -9289.

No Place Like Home
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
C1;1ll Sherry I Todd @ 954,753-2247.

Job Splash
Saturday. February 28, 2004
10amto3pm

Enter the main parking area
and follow the signs in the
parldng lot to
Ports of Call banquet facility

Th111 's plenty to smile
about when you work at
St1•Worlt1 Adventure Patkl

We're seeking ltlttndly
people who take prlde in
their /o/Js to join our t11am
now. You mllSt also be
a11a/Jabt1 to work

April 3, 2004 tbrough
April 18, 20D4 with tbe
possibility of cont/nuinll
emp/Qyment. Find out how
you can b11 a part of tbif fun,
upbeat atmosphe~ wun
you vis/I our:

~

SeaWorld
t>VlNTUftE !'ta.KS

• Food Service
• Merchandise
• Operations
(Weekday and weekend
availability required)
•Temporary Seasonai
opportunities
·

• Highest $tarting wage for
theme parks in Orlando
• Free tickets to SeaWorld and
Busch Gardens for friends
and family

Call .407-370-1JOB

Where Adventure
is 1JOB Away!
Can't make ~t to our Job Splash?
Then apply In person, MondayFrlday, ftom 9am to 4:30pm or
caU 4()7-370-1J08, Where
Adventure is 1JOB Away!
An equal opportunity employer.
M/F/ON.

.

Private room and bath, 2nd floor w/loft, in
4/4 at all new Jefferson Lofts!! ! $560/mo.
incl. all util., high speed internet, and all
amenities. Call 321-754-2000 ask for
leasing agent and specify apt.#627.
Master bdrm/ private bath $380/mo. +
1/2 util. no sec. diip! W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Please call Lisa at ·
407-923-8880.
Sublease 1 BO of 4/3.5 townhome at
· University House. Cable, ethernet
. utilities, furniture, pools, W/D
all incl. $468/mo.-F only. Beg. 5-1-04.
Call Shannon 904-753-1459 ASAP.
1/1 furnished in 4/4 Boardwalk Apt. next
to UCF. Male. 1st floor. Pool.
Appliances. Avail. Now. Will Discount.
, Call Kathy at 858-756-0971.
Private 1 bd/1 ba in 4/4 apt.
$479/mo. including all util, cable,
free shuttle. Avail. mid-April, 1st mo. ,
free. F only. Only mlns to UCF.
Call Arianne @ 407-313-7688.
Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d incl. Avail.
Immediately! 580/m 1st mon paid. call
. 321 -626-2238.
1/1 in 4/4 apt. avail. now! Lease ends
July 31st. $480/mo. incl. util., fully furn.,
cable, Internet, phone, UCF Shuttle, lots
· of amenities. F only. Mins. from UCF will
discount. Call 321 -754-1930.

Extremely Low Price for 1/1 !!!!

4/2 House 2 mi. behind UCF. $350/mo.
+1 /4 util. Furn . common area, pool table,
dart board, high speed Internet, cable
and movie channels. Call 407-365-2470.

~

REDUCED RENT! 1/1 avail. in 3/3 apt. at
Pegasus.Landing. Fully f urn., incl. all
util., cable, and W/D. $425/mo. Av<!il.
Immediately! Call 407-362-3625 or
407-694-2535.

Female roommate needed-4bdrm house
15 min from UCF. House furnished,
bdrm not. Flexible lease, $200 deposit
$475/month incl. utils, cable, phone, dsl
intrnt, lawn ser. Avail Feb 1st'. NO PETS!
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782 or
407-492-6541 .

F needed for 1/1 in 4/4 apt. i'n Pegasus
Landing. $455/mo. Avail. in Mid Mar.
Fully furn., private phone and bath, incl.
W/D, util., ethernet and cable. UCF
Shuttle. Contact Keri at 407-362-2339.
Feb. Sublease in Boardwalk Apts. for M.
Min. to UCFI!! $495/mo. 1ST MONTH
FREE!!! Fully furn., water, electric and
cable incl. Shuttle service .•
Call 407-737-2732.

5 speakers and 4 stands, $150.
Big blue w/beige border rug, $25.
Must sell! Call Sam at,407-709-5098.

MODEL HOME FURNITURE '
computer armoire $250, sofa bed/love
seat $895, Beige sectional $695, Dining
glass table w/4 beige chairs $695, rattan
kitchen set $350, JVC 200 home CD
changer $75, Cocktail table/ matching
end tables $100. Visa/MC accepted
407-435-1753
BEO - Brand new doublesided queen
pillow-top set, with warranty, can deliver.
$140. 407-275-0935
BEST ONLINE SHOPPING MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.biz
www.compelectro.com
Beautiful Wedding Dress for Sale ·
Want to save $ on your wedding?
Like-new dress & accessories
Only $500 Call 407-595-7945 for
photo via email or to see in person.

FEMALE SUBLEASE NEEDED NOWI
Lg master bdrm in 2/2 only $440/mo
cable/water incl, prvt bath, w/in closet,
balcony w/view, near UCF.
Avail now! Call Wendy @ 407-648-5289.
1/1 apt. in Village at Alafaya Club for
Sublease. Available May 1st. $479/mo.
includes all a menitie ,321 -287-3540.

407-677-4077
BUSINESS .CARDS
GRADUATIONS
WEDDING & MORE
42 Autograph
43 Small storage
rooms
45 Yerse
_46 Cut-price
47 Surpass
48 Flower of Texas

Please see solutions in next issue -

51
52
53
54
55
57

_ won~

hurt a
bit
Pet canary's digs
Object of worship
Verne's. captain
Had the answer
Dolores
Rio

Mon. 3/1

L THIS.SUMMER

' Take classes in ALASKA!
www.uaf.edu/summer/cool
Toll free 866-404· 7021

llt>hl,,. FAIRBANKS

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~$$$$$$$$$

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be 21+, outgoing, have a
great smile, & earl Fun job, come join our
· team. 407-977-0569 or 407-701-7432.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Term Paper Help 24/7
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college· applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order.

TENNIS LESSONS
USPTA certified professional:
Jeff Goorland. Flexible hours.
Please call for more information:
(813) 503·5484.

'96 Cadillac Seville STS Excellent
condition. Runs great, well maintained.
Asking $6,995.
Please call 407-435-1753

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUi,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/ Marital Law,
·Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/ Probate,
All .Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

SCOOTERS
Lot's of fun and great gas saver. Easy
to park around campus or apt.
complex. No motorcycle insurance or
helmet req. (but recommended).
Prices start from $650.00+ Call
321-663-631)9 or E-mail
salepblc01@msn.com.

2Bd/2.Ba Condo For Sale
Bea.utiful lake view located 2 min. from
UCF. Tiie floors & Berber carpet, Screen
porch. Hurry it won't last long!
$ 107,900 Call 407-310-6583
Casselberry 2/1 condo for sale.
Complete ly renovated in community w/
lake access. Easy access to major roads
& transportation. $78,900. Please call
Melissa w/ Legacy @ 407-341-0330

Spring B reak '04. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, & Bahamas
BIGGEST PARTIES, BEST CLUBSI '
Call 800-648-4849 .or www.ststravel.com.

We'll beat anv Package Price!

IS HEAVEN FOR REAL????
www. isheaven4~eal .com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready.

ACADEMIC TUTORING

www.bibleuniv~rse.com

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc . In home services avail.
1Call Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650
or. e-mail lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/14/04 •.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
W~' ll help you raise your suppo~.
407-273-4454
www.MlssionToJapan.org

GET$$$$

2bed/2bath townhouse 3 min. from UCF.
$75k. Mortgage payment as low as
$552fmo. Call 407-833-8199.

New York only $69 each way tax
included. Othenworldwide
destinations cheap. Book on-line at
www.airtech.com or
call (212) 219-7000.

Keyboard - piano - organ Instructions.
Study w ith a profe.ssional.
Reasonable rates. All Ages. Highly
qualified instruction. BS, MA degrees.
Studio B, 407-248-8505.

BEDROOM - 7 pc cherry wood sleigh
bed set, brand new, $950. 407-275-7626.

www.CreditFN.com
" Credit Cards
" Debt Consolidation
"Loans
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and· many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Ca ll Harel (407) 362-2726. ·

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
. Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @ 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
" IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

Save big bucks. Go to our web site at
www.hearingaidswholesale.com

~EVENTS:
~Campus

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc . In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650
or e-mail lbgtutor@ya hoo:com.

Room available in a 4/4 apt. in Village at
Alafaya Club. $479/mo. includes all
utilities. 6 months left on lease.
407-929-9034.

Sponsored by

500 Watt Sony Receiver,

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING.
CALL STEFF@ 407-971-9245.

1bd/1bath in 3/3 avail. ASAP. Lease
ends July 31st. Mins from UCF.
$300/mo. Includes all utilities, kitchen,
and W/ D. Please call (727) 809-3862.

5 Winston Cup
org.
6 Starry hunter
7 Egotist's main
concern .
8 Fifty percent
9 Keep an eye on
10 Take a load off
11 Morning alarm,
for many
12 Come to terms
13 Film spools
21 Run away
22 Jet black
26 Former power
grp.
27 Bock or porter
28 Strong inclination
?"
29 DeNiro film
65 Like molasses in 30 Fischer's game
January
31 Folk wisdom
33 Pierre's pop
DOWN
34 Hoist
1 Math subj.
35 Kauai garlands
2 Baseball family
37 Susan of "All My
name
Children"
3 Gather In
40 Hr. fraction
4 Laments
41 Lab glassware

llJlllf UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?·
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com. '

1/1 in 2 Bd Apt. Female Preferred
Fully furnished, all utilities Included
except phone. Please contact
wlaroy @aol.com or 904-745-4717 for
more info.

@ 20Q.q Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rlghta rea~rved.

BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $450. 407-275-0612.

3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share
utils. Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din.
room, kitchen, W/D, gara ge, sun room,
lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean.
$400/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906.

Large bedroom, huge walk in closet,
private bathroom, utilities, cable,
water and trash included in rent.
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of amenities.
Call 407-384-7080.

ACROSS
1 Energy food, for
short
5 Between-meals
munchie
9 Grouchy
Muppet
14 On the less
windy side
15 Carpeting
measurement
16 Mariner's
malarkey
17 Rich, dark soil
18 Window ledge
19 Mall unit
20 Eye-opener, for
many
23 Animation art
24 Arkin or King
25 Stoppers
27 Kitchen ring
30 Forage crop
32 Delete
33 Ring
36 Coop product
37 Cautious
38 Bite the dust
39 Pay bacl<
42 Asimov's genre
44 Sibling's
daughters
45 Aviators
46 French brandy
48 Walt Kelly's
comic strip
.
49 Nexus of activity
50 Dishwater
container
56 Chopin piece
58 Sentry's order
59 Biblical garden
60 Psychiatrist
AHred
61 Frankenstein's
- aide
62 Heavy reading?
63 Voting places
64 "Da Ya Think l'fl'\

ACADEMIC TUTORING

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
·our free (yes, free) fundraising
1 solutions EQUALS. $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your. non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundralser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundralser.com.

Florida Dating Online for Singles at UCF
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches.
Mention you a re a UCF student and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com.
Typing and transcription services. Over
30 years exp. Expertise in all acad emic
formats. Rush projects welcome Located
across from UCF Please call
407-273-9543 or email
Karen@workinprogressllc.com

Pregnant?
Loving Couple Seeking to Complete
Family.
Florida couple looking to adopt newborn
to 6 rpo. old baby to complete our family.
We are a middle-class, professional
couple with lots of love to give. After
trying to conceive for over 2 years, we
decided about a year ago that ad option
is the right choice for us! Our ch ild has
already been bori:i in our hearts & we
eagerly await his/her arrival! Please call .
Heart of Adoptions (800) 590-11 08 for
more info & to view our full profile.
Please ask for Amy & ref. # 102. Agency
lie.# 1·202-61.
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnew,om

MISSING:
3,000 UCF basketball fans.
If found please return them to the Arena
Tonight @ 7:30 P.M.

SURF COSTA RICA FREE!
Waves-Parties-Adventures-Friends
Set up 3 Vacations - Get 1 FREE
Get your friends on board NOW
lnfo@CostaRlcaSurfAdventure.com
Spring break timeshare avail. for any
where in the world for one week! $500
per person min. 2 people, place will i
sleep up to 4 people. Call 407-823-27rli
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There·s10 such thi19 as 11erfed fri11ds ...

I

•I

~ut there IS the PE RfECT R'ABIHElll.
)' r

CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!
I

I

:

'

-

Individual Leases

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
. Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes .
-

I

'

Fitness Center with.Free-weights

1 •

Covered Basketball Pavilion
Internet Access

ACCEPTED

BRIGHT·F RES SCHOLARSHIP
Meet a t the Union at 6:00 am
Leave Tallahassee at 6:30 p.rn
Free Food & Beverages
at Sloppy Joe's

..

•.

RSVP: .strainor@mail.ucf.edu

or 407-82~2193
by March 5, 2004
•
. ,,,.
\

Funded by Activity and Service Fee through
the Student Government Association.
~
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)
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·F ebruary 26

Passion

March 3, ~004

Piracy

/

Punjabi ·Pop

From What Women
Want. to What. Jesus
WouldWantMel Gibson stirs
controversy with
his latest film.

The latest
government
mandates aren't
limited to movies
and CDs.

Find salvation with
tne Universal Life
Church of Daler
Mehndi.

SEE MOVIES, PG.4

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, PG. 7

SEE RAMBLINGS, PG. 9

doff campus

•.
Star Trad:·Deep Space Christ
.

.

.

Victoria C. Spetter, P.L.

by on a moVIe screen. The
•by a tract.
Comic Book Nerds - do "'film" condemns him for
not expect much .from ~hick telling dirty jokes and ,c heckTracts. The weak characters ing out hot girls, as well as for
and ridiculous notions of plot · being a "whisperer," a "backmake tracts just about biter" aJ?d a "whoremonger."
unbearable. Not to mention The movie's final. scene
NICOLE PREZIOSO
the exagge!~.ted, facial expres- shows him thinking about the
Staff Writer
sions 31\tt."Ji~l<!(lramatic lan- ballgame during a church
guage u:i;@!:~..y~u to pray for
Perhaps the second-best salvation '·fms very inst~t,
piece of literature churches because death is only 10 minhave .ever put out are' their utes away. This, ·my friend, is
frac'ts - bite-sized comic . actually their warm, chocobooks that horrify people into ·· 1atey goodness .
.giving themselves to Christ.
In "Bad Bob," a personal
Jack Chick of Chick favorite tract, Chick pulls out
Publications has been ~ting all the stereotypes on his badand distributing . these little ..<lest-of-the-bad biker - -Bob . ·
nuggets of joy' for 3~ years, ~ears a leather jacket, '70s
Evangelichls re~y on tracts __: cop sungla,sses and long tasavailable in churches and on · seled hair. He'$ aiwa'ys ·ready
the Jack Chick Web site - to · for a throwCloWn.. The best is
preach to people «about their the cover page, which shows
wrongdoings and convince _Bob in front of a Rebel flag.
them that they are doom.e d to As for the storyline, a young
fire and brimstone_.if they fail biond boy comes to :read the
to change their lives. Tracts Bible to B.ob.once he's thrown
aim to frighten . the . reader in jail for selling drugs to a
into reading the Bible as well police officer. Bob, in all. his
as other Chick Tracts.
heathen glory, screams at the
Here's the proble~: Tracts kid. and tells him lie doesn't
are full of holes. ·They rely need God. The next . page
heavily on emotion, eS,pecial- shows , the jail randomly on
. ly guilt, to get the .reader to' fire, and of . course, .Bob
believe in Christ. To put it escapes ·and receiv~s a secsimply, they hardly make any ond chance at redemption.
s~nse . . Th.e . fact . t.hat some . So does the reader. The fuial ·
Christians Pl!.f so '.n}uch stock ·. page. warns, "Bob collld . be
in them as Jesus' :marketing · you!" and offers a prayer for
tool makes tracts· even more ,. immediate salvation.
laughable.
' r~e we~k"This Was Your Life" . is
· end if· you don't "s e.e Bible just as good. This · tract,
thumpers lined .'· up on · which tries to convey the idea
Church Str~et telling bar- that everytb4ig you've· erer .
hoppers that . if ,they , .get done, said or thought is docudrunk, they're ·g oing to hell mented in heaven, shows a ·
unless their ~e is changed dead guy watching his life go

not convert you, but
you'.11 sure get a laugh

sermon (of course). When an
angel opens the Book of Life.
and finds the man's name
isn't listed, the guy frantically
wails and regrets that he
never repented. .
You can read tracts online
I

PLEASE SEE

•

CRIMINAL DEFENSE
• All Felony, Juvenile, Misdeme~nor and ~raffle Cases
• DUI.'s • Driving with Suspended License
• Drug Charges • Theft and Fraud
• Domestic Violence • Domestic l1;1junctions
• Criminal Investigations • Pre-arrests • Arrests
• Bond Reduction and VOP's
• Sealing of Criminal Records and Expungements

,<

chrl~tian" tracts may

•

The I.Jaw Firm of

.

GET ON i 8

MARITAL & FAMILY LAW
Divorce • Child Support' • Custody • Visitation

•

•JD from University of Penrisylvania '- School of Law ('95)
•BA from Colgate University, Cum Laude ('89)
'
• Admitted in FL, NY and NJ

407-629-9290 •After Hqurs & Weekends 407.:421-7262 ,
2431 Lee.Rd., Wititer Park (between l-4 & 17-92)
\\ l'l'kcnd & l•. H'llin~ Appts. • Pa~ mcnt Plans • Cn•dit Curds \n·l'pll'd

indieeats

••
t

•
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oPEN 7. DAYs '
·· . /
MON - THURS 11 om -JOpm ., 1• · ·
FRI 11am - 11pm

..

·• ,

Italian Grlll ·&Pi~eria
.
·••
.
. ' . ~.!

Dine In •Take .Qut • Oehvery ~ yat~nng

across the nation. Under the letter X, ingMJVgenetatlon,arealsou~edinthe ~
~~~.~~:'_-9~~ml.
7 AlafayaW.oods~Ste , 100,0iqviedo
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would discuss Xtreme groups of other reeogriizabfo . themes from pop culture. spread their faith tradition, let them,
faiths, but. the search for Xtreme Jewish In February, the services had a theme of could be a lot worse. They could be slayon Google leads' to nothing butan adults love. In a recent service, pastors used a· ing 'natives left and right, like religious ·
only personals site).
·
theme derived from Elimidate to· br:IDg. · .' zealots of the past. At least we seem to be
The Web site http://YouthPastor.com about a discussion of love .and sex. Visual .· beyond that ' stage of extreme
c9ntains a listing of youth groups from effects, . appealing to our rapidly m?-tl.Ir- Christianity.
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Because of our love for Jesus (arid also
be,,cause.our Q!'.iginal cover story idea, a
vi~it and-lndie;[zat,!Qn of the Holy Land
EXperie.n~~ fell through), we decided to
liaiCeJhislssl:ie an indie traCt:ln the spirit
of th~· wonderful tracts displayed in Nicole
P'rezioso's artitle, this indie should inspire
you spiritually ilS well'as entertain you. ': •
_T.he tract begins on the cover,ending ·
'

I

'

'

'

'

~.

•

in a bit of a biblical dilemma on the
ramblings page. Y9u'll find a story about
real tracts on this page, concluding on
page 8with some pictures of said tracts.
Hopefully you'll find a moralln this mess
of a concept: Don't use the indie for
spiritual guidance, or guidance of any ·
zype for that matter. .
'·
- JOHN ltlOMASON
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The indie is·the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Pf-Orida Future, the free independent
campus newspaper serving the University of Central Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial·staff or the Central Florida Future. All content is property
of the indie and may not be reprinted in part or in whole 1vithout pennisfilon from the publisher.
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, If.you speak Mabie, this is your chance to start· a career as an Ar~f ~
,. Linguist This experience will help prepare you for a future in busines~/
government agencies, embassy work an-d more! You'll also get Engli~ti
training (if needed) and receive quick advancement in rank
· · ,'',
,~ee your local Army Reserve Recruiter or visit ar.abic.goarmy.co~2 .
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APP~TIZER

&ENTREE

CHOICE OF ONE:

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

Wonton Soup

·Golden
T:rlllie
Flavor Cat Fish .
roum Cat Fish fllet served with

, Chicken & Shrimp
'

SOUP OR

or
Chicken Spring Roll
or
. Small Mixed Salad
863 N. Alafa)a 'frail
Waterford takes Town Center

Triple flavor chtlt garlk sauce.

. or
Sea
Scallo/t
Red Cu£H
· Sauteed Sea Scallobedded on angeFatr
noodle with Thal Red curry cream sauce.

or

Sttr~e~C£fc~R!~~1!r!~o~fon;
bell pepper, and sweet basil with SUJeet
chtlt paste sauce.

407-382-8201

Critic's Choice

BEST THAI RESTAURANT
· Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentine l 1 •
,.
Foodie Award 2003
•t
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E-mailyour event to editor@theindie.com fOr inclusion in aur weekly Happenings CJJletidar.
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Colin Hay (of Men at Wort<)

The Vagina Monologues come to UCF
]-Lo upset her vagina
monologu~ in Gigli

didll't make the cut
ELIZABETH PALIK
Staff Writer

I
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· •.

O~ce again, the month of February
marks the much-anticipated V-day. First
·s tarted bifeminist activist Eve Ensler in
2001 as a global movement to end violence against women and girls, V-Day
has gone through four years of immense
success, raising funds for anti-violence
organizations and increasing awareness of -yiolence committed against
wome:n.
This year, UCF is proud to participate in V-Day'!J college campaign. The V. Day College Campaign invites members
of college _and university communities
around the ;world to present benefit productions of "The Vagina Monologues" on
their campuses on: or around V-Day
(Feb. 14) to raise money and awareness
to stop violence against women and
girls. I managed to steal a moment from
director Jennifer Jamroga' s hectic
rehearsal schedule to find out more
about this year's V-Day production.
· Jamroga is a jUnior majoririg in
advertising and publications, but her
experience as a former theater major, as

well as her passion for the stage led her
to apply for the widely sought-after position as director of her very.own V-Day
production. Jamroga spent two months
rehearsing with 12 amazing actresses,
most who have never acted onstage
before. As you can imagine, these ladies
have been on one crazy roller coaster
, ride full of · tears and hard work.
Jamroga said that everyone learned a
lot from the experience. "Not everyo1w
was sure with what they're getting into,"
she said. "They were apprehensive at
first. A few were firsMime actresses,
and they really learned a lot from it."
Then came the 'b ig question that
everyone (especially guys) wanted to
. know but were afraid to
What point
are our lovely ladies trying to prove by
pulling crazy stunts like faking orgasms
and talking about vaginas onstage? Do
they really just want to scare guys away
as they have .seemingly done? You might
(or might not) be surprised to know that
this was .not their intention at all.
Jamroga tells her male audience: "Don't
be scared! It's not feminism on a rampage; It's not man-hating. This show is
funny and enjoyable and scary at the
same time. If you can open your mind to
Jetting go of inhibition, you'll really enjoy
what these women have to show."
If that doesn't convince you, the
money you pay for the ticket will go to
local anti-violence organizations. At the .
very least, you know that your money

ask

went to a good cause. Also, try to make
it for the Friday show. There will be a
talkback session with the actresses and
Jamroga.
Rather than giving you a preachy loo- -.
ture on the importance of raising awareness for women's plight everywhere, rn
let the-good ladies of the production tell
you all_about it. The best thing you ~
do is to suspend all notions of taboos ·
and "inappropriate behavior.". As
Jamroga said: ''Vaginas are cool! It's OK
to like them because secretly... we all
do." Just go watch the show, enjoy it and
listen to what the women are telling you.
Fbr more information on the production, visit http://www.victimservices.
ucf.edu/Monologues.html ~d for more.
information on V-Day; visit http://wWw.
vday.orgimain.html

Feb. 28; 6 p.m., free
55West
55 W. Church St.
407-541-4400

. Joan Jett and the Blackhearts (rock)
Anthony Hamilton, Javier (r&b)
Feb. 26, 8 p .m., $17.50-$19.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

. Catch 22, Mustard Plu9t Big Dand the
Kid's Table, The Planet Smashers (ska)
Feb. 26, 7 p.m., $11-$13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave. ·
407-246-1419 '

Feb. 26, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070
Feb. 26, 9 p.m., $8
Back Booth
37 w. Pirie Street
407-999-2570

Spitvalves, Ten NewT~~ .
Lost City Angels (punk)
Feb. 27, 7 p .m., $6
of Blues
Dowritown Disney West Side
407-934-2583 ..

H<.~use

Big Sky, Honestly (rock)
Feb. 27, 9 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Gargamel!, Loss for Words,
. Hope and Suicide (metal)
Feb. 27, 7 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070·

Gargamel!, Bughead, PSG (rock) ,.
Feb. 27, 9:30 p.m., $5
Will's Pub. _
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Sugar Gliders (blues)
Feb. 27, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
'12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

IfTanya Could Talk, Vernal Equinox,
Blue Stocking (punk)
. , •-· ,·
Feb. 29, 8:30 p.m. to .11:30 p.m.
free1 $5
Planet Hollywood
Downtown Disney
407-362-.3568
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Ma~k Twain impersonator

'

Mark Twain is coming to Florida. OK,
not really. However, Michael Mauldin,
who's been periodically touring the country impersonating Twain since 1976, is.
Why go see a man pretend to be a long
dead literary figure? Well, because
Mauldin is reillly good at what he does,
and it's not like you can go see the man
himself. Besides, admit it, every kid has
fantasized about making a raft and floating down the Mississippi. Complete with
white suit, mocking wit and a total lack of
reverence . for anything, Mauldin's
Eveµing with Mark Twain is a recreation
of an actual lecture the renowned author
gave during his world tour that concluded
in 1905.
Mr. Twain will be making his appearance at the Osceola Performing Arts
Center at 8 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m.
Sunday. Tickets are $15, and there will be
a buffet before the Sunday matinee available for an additional $15.

Central Florida Fai;
Corndogs perfume the air as hoards of
teenager.s scream while intentionally terrifying them.selves on thrill rides, and
countless .fathers stoically lose dollar
after dollar to the temperamental gods of
the carnival. In case you haven't figured
it out yet, it's the'fair and it's here.
Starting today and rllnning until
March 7, the Central Florida Fair is making its 92nd appearance. There will of
course be a midway with.a hundred rides
and attractions as well as the ever-exciti.Ilg and necessary food art and creative
art competitions and exhibitions.
Naturally, a livestock complex will be open
to the public, because really, every child
should milk a cow at leiist once. The fair
opens at 3 ·p.m. Monday to Friday and 10
a.m: on the weekends. It closes at midnight. Admission is $7 for adults, $3 for
children 6 to 10 years old and free for kids
under 5. Ifs the fair. It's tradition - go.

Feb. 26, 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free ,
New Covenant Baptist Church
2110 S. Rio Grande Ave-.
407-823-2741

Central Florida Fair
Feb. 26 to March.5
3 p.m. to Midnight, free to $7
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
4()7-295-3247

Bat Boy: The Musical
Feb. 27 and 28, 8 p.m.
Feb. 29 2 p.m., $6-$8
Valencia Community College
Performing Arts Center
701 N. Econlockhatchee Trail
407-582-2900

Bike Week 2004
Feb. 27 to March 7
Various times, various priees
Downtown Daytona Beach
North and Bay streets, Daytona
386-255-0981

StreetFest 2004 .
Feb. 28, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., donati,ons Orlando City Hall
400 S. Orange Ave. ·
407-246-4279

Discover Literary Orlando
Feb. 28, 2_p.m., free
Orange County Regional
History Center
65 E. Central Blvd.
407-836-8546

An Evening with Mark Twain
Feb. 28, 8 p.m.
Feb. 29, 2 p.m., $15
Osceola Performing Arts Center
3151 N.. Orange Blossom Trail
Kissimmee
407-931-1496

Linda Nunez (acoustic)

· Kissimmee F~stival of Rhythm &Blues
Feb. 29, 11 a.m. tO 5 p.m., free
Kissimmee Lakefront Park
101 Lakeshore Blvd., Kissimmee
407-957-7243
.

Kerouac Writers Project Reading
Feb. 29, 8:30 p.m., free
Stardust Video & Coffee
1842 E. Wmter Park Ro'ad
407-623-3393
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Feb. 27, 6 p.m., no cover-$8
The Station
843LeeRoad
407-645-4558

The Beach Boys
Feb. 27, 6 p.m., $30-$55
Cocoa Beach Pier
401 Meade Ave, Cocoa Beach
407-783-7549

Still NaiVe, Submersed, One Less Reason,
Exit the Ride (rock)
.
.

CAMPUS
Once on This Island
Feb. 26 to Mar. 7
Call for times and pricing
TheatreUCF
407-823-1500

MADCAP! Acoustic perfonnance
Feb. 26, 1:30 p.m., free
Park Ave. CDs, Jr.
Student Union
407-282-1616

Gallery Talk by artist Andy Decean
Feb. 26, 11 a.m., free
VISual Arts Building
VAB 140A
407-823-3161

The Vagina Monologues·
Feb. 27, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Feb. 28, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., various
Student Union
•
Pegasus Grand Ballroom
407-823-6333

Unplugged - conscious Consumerism
March 2, 3 p.m., free
UCF Arboretum
407-595-3731

Deaf Child, Kin9sbury, Kickball,
Quarter Life Cnsis, Zeal (rock)
Feb. 28, 7 p.m., $6
0-ZoneCD's
1002 W. Hwy. 436, Altamonte
407-862-1002
'

Harbinger Trio (indie)
~kRoom

1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

The Legendary J.C:s (rode)
Feb~ 28, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37 W. Pine Street
407-999-2570

Finger El~ven, No Motiv, ldle5ons (rock)
Feb. 29, 5:30 p.m., $12
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Eddie Money (rock)
Feb. 29, 4 p.m., no cover
Harley-Davidson of Orlando
3770 37th Street
407-423-0345'

Mae, Copeland, The Working Title,
Slow Day Coming (rock)
Mar. 2, 5:30 p.m., $8-$10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Soil Man Made God, Silver Tide (rock)
Mar. 3, 7 p.m., $10
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583 .

Zoa, Finned Pilot, Beli!ve·in Toledo,
Our Given Day (rock)

Mar. 3, 8 p.m., $5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Playground Heroes, lgnid (rock)
Mar. 3, 9 p.m., $3
Kashmir at Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
' 407-849-9904

Feb. 27, 7 p.m., $6
·0-Zone CD's
1002 W. Hwy. 436, Altamonte
407-862-1002

Hillel goes Hollywood

Dr. Henry Louis Gates Jr. lecture

Feb. 28, 4 p.m., free
Harley-Davidson of Orlando
3770 37th Street
407-423-0346

Feb. 28, 10 p .m., $4

Finned Pilot, Dod9fr, Believe in Toledo,
ArthurWoodale (mdie)
.

Drums and Tuba (rock)

'}

·

Feb. 28, 7 p.m., $5-$7
House of Blues
·
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583
.

John Frank, Rhino, Plain Jane
Automobile, Kris Nichols (rock)
Feb. 28, 9 p.m., $5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
. 407-246-1419

ART
'Stephen J. Plun~ett Ill (artist reception)
Feb. 26, 6 p.Il).. to 9 p.m., free
Suz Letzig Gallery
1121 N. Mills Ave.
407-896-7422

ABrief Retros~
(opening reception)

Feb. 28, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., free ·
Orlando Museum of Art
2416 N. Mills Ave
407-896-4231

GARP at the Mark (opening reception)
Feb. 28, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
The Mark
56 E. Pine St.
407-872-0844

Mr. TExperience, Ask Me Later,
Whole Wheat Bread (punk)
Feb. 28, 6 p.m., $6
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Kick, SummerbirdS in the Cellar,
The Oose (indie) · Feb. 28, 9 p.m., $6
Wtll'sPub ·
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Evidents, Telephone (rock)
Feb. 28, 10 p.m., $3-$5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

K.C.and the Sunshine Band,
Chic featuring Nile Rod~rs (pop)
. Feb. 28, 6:45 p.m.
$53.95 (39.95 after 5 p.m.) ·
Universal Studios at
Universal Orlando ·
·•
407-363-8000

MegaCon 2004
March 5, 1 p.m. to 7 p.m., $15-$18
March 6 and March 7
10 a.m. to 6 pm., $15-$18
Orange County Convention C~ter
9800 International Drive ·
407-345-9800

Southern Culture on the Skids (rock)
March 6, 9 p.m., $13
The Social
54 N.'Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Jim Breuer, Pete Coreale
. March 12, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$39
House of Blues
·
Downtown Disney West Side
497-934-2583 .

Last weekend's top box office hits ...

•

1. 50 First Dates
$20.4 million
2. Confessions ofa Teenage Drama Queen __ $9.4 million
3.Mirade ---------~ $7.8million
4.Welcome to Mooseport
$6.8 million
5. Eurotrip
$6.7 million
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THE 1981 RNlffiRTEO
CLASSIC RETURNS
TO THE BIG SCREEN

for the week of Febru_
ary 26- March 3
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.The full story of The Passion ofthe Christ
Gibson's pocket (his combined pay for We Were
Sol,diers and Sig~ was more ·
than $50 million), he risked
making the film without a
distributor in place. In the
end, Newmarket Filnis (who
distributed
the
equally
The Passion ofth~ Christ (RJ
passed on but not nearly as
controversial Memento) took
Drama .
www.thepassionofthechrist.com
on releasing duties. For an
"independent film," Gibson
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
will receive one of the biggest
Staff Writer
openings in history. Slated to
be screening in more than During the production of 2000 theaters this 'weekend,
The PassiQn of the Christ, Jim The Passion of the Christ has
Caviezel (who plays Christ in the potential to pull in its
the film) experienced a · entire budget in its opening
shoulder separation, was weekend,
propelled
by
accidentally whipped twice, unprecedented presales at
suffered hypothermia and churches and from those
was struck by lightning on with just a general interest in
two separate occasions. Oh, the film.
if ever there was a sign from
In recent month's it has
God.
. come into question whether .
Last year, Mel Gibson the film's content is antiannounced production on Semitic.
The - · Antihis new film, then titled The Defamation league thinks so.
Passion. After an aborted Gibson denies it. In an inter- '
attempt to remake Ray view with Diane Sawyer,
Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, . Gibson said ·that .to be antiGibson delved headfirst into Semitic is . "un-Christian"
his third directorial effort. A and that it goes against the
retelling of the last hours of . tenants of his faith. When
Christ, the later-re-titled The Gibson was later asked who
Passion of the Christ (after killed Jesus, Gibson said:
Miramax insisted they owned "The big answer is, we all
the title The · Passian) is one did. I'll be the first in the culof the most controversial pability stakes here." The
films of our time.
1scene in question apparently
After every studio passed revolves around a quote from
on the project (surely ainidst the Bible (Matthew 27:25 to
the controver~y followed by . be exact). The trabslation
other religious films, namely reads (the film is in Aramaic ,
The last Temptation of and Latin), "His blood be on
Christ), Gibson financed the us and on our children." The
film . himself. Investing over quote had appeared in many
$25 million of his own ·e arly previews and now evi~
money, hardly a dent in dently stays in the film with-

Mel Gibson's
controversial film
·finally released

out translation.
have a problem with the' film '
Gibson contends that The "... have a problem with the
Passian of the Christ is "My four Gospels." Though this
vision ... with God's ' help." may be true, .it is Gibson's
However, Gibson has not ' adaptation of the New
giveri Cod a · co-dii-ecting Testament that we're watchcredit. Lately it seems Gibson ing. This is Gibson's visual
wants to deflect all of the interpretation of a text, and
blame away from him, to eschew the blame back to
though when you look at the a text that is defenseless by
poster, there's only one name its original author is shameabove Christ's - Gi9son. fuL It strikes me as a dirty
Gibson has said critics who way of defending a film -

hiding behind God.
The Passion of the Christ
has left people intrigued now
for more than a year. It's a
film that few have seen and
many have judged, and one
man ~ at the forefront of it.
Opinions have ranged from
love to hate; while some have
said the film is violent, others
have said that it's beautiful.
Now we can all decide for
ourselves.
1

I

Romance I drama
Menemsha Rims

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

In a film that would make
·a captivating double bill with
The Pianist, Gloomy Sunday
deals with the Holocaust in a
fresh way. It dishes out
enough melancholy to satisfy
fans of Polanski's masterpiece, but this multi-layered
narrative is also a character
study that transcends the
overly-established ."Nazis are
bad" theme that forms the
basis of ~o many anti-World
War II films. Combining the
heartbreaking wartime travesties of Polanski's film with a
melodramatic period love triangle of a Henry and June,
Gloomy Sunday breathes

new life into a possibly tired another cinematic rendering it is the title song which ultigenre. Its two-act structlire is of the evils of the Holocaust mately leaves the most
so enforced, it's like watching suggests the irrelevancy of impact and provides the most
two different films back to human relationships in the fascinating element of the
back: This structural risk face of mere survival. It also script. The song was so
works to director Rolf makes the film that ·much depressing that 157 people in
Schubel's advantage. .
more moving when the trav- · Hungary alone committed
This .true story follows esties do occur; it feels ~e a suicide to it. Man alive ...
Jewish restaurant owner sweeping epic despite its Morrissey has nothing on.this
Laszlo Szabo (Joachim Krol) comparatively scant 112 min- guy.
and 'his gorgeous girlfriend utes.
The film's only fault lies in
The biggest difference its grandiose orchestral
Ilona, played by the stunning
Erika Maroszan. They hire between this film and The score, intended t,o heighten
debonair pianist Andras Pianist, however, is its lack of the characters' despair but
(Stefano Dionisi), who's try- visible violence. Polanski's
ing to make it into the music film was an all-encompassing
business, as their house play- portrait. of Jewish despair,
er. He steals Ilona's heart with a scope far broader than
with a depressing tune called the title character's survival.
"Glo.o my Sunday," which he In Gloomy Sunday, all the
composed for her birthday. violence · takes place offBut Ilona still loves Laszlo screen, the camera instead
too; spe can't decide who she lingering on .t he reactions of
wants, so both men .wiJlingly its main characters. It's a far
agree · to be her lover at the cry from the I excruciating
same time (Hey, it's like bluntness of The Pianist.
Gregg Araki's. Splendor, only · Both styles have their place,
with class). The expected and each leaves its own discomplications and jealousies tinct resonance. In addition,
ensue, but all are completely Gloomy Sunday's low lighting
discarded by the characters arid perpetually grey atmosand by Schubel in the film's ph~i'e perfectly replicates.
second half, takin,g place Hungarian Jews'
bleak
depression.
three year~ later.
· Though the performances
The clioice to leave this
compe":ing melodrama for , are heartbreaking all-around,

only-drawing too rn.µch attention to itself. The story is
poignant
and
moving
enough; strings needn't be
llttached. But it's the film's
only Hollywood-style concession, so we'll let it · slide.
Otherwise, Schubel's film is
nearly flawless. Thi.S movie
took up to five years (depend~
ing on when you count its
first release) to finally arrive·
in the states, so see it while
you still can.

Also new to theaters this weekend
Broken Lizard's Club Dread (RJ
Comedy
www.dubdreadcom.com

ofthe Brett

Throughout my life, I've never
been v,ery religious. I grew up
Roman Catholic an.d am now
described as N/ A. I'm sure one
day I'll,look more into this whole ·
religion thing, but for now my life
is consumed with other things.
Looking back at those younger
years in my life, my ties tQ religion were seyered because every
· . time I posed a question, I ·
received the saine response - .
have faith. But how could I have .
faith when my questions went
unanswered. I would ask, "If God
created the earth in seven days, ·
when did the ·dinosaurs exist?"
However, I was hurtled back the
answer that one must have faith.
For the question I asked, ~at
answer didn't even n:iake sense.
Oh, I was a precocious 7-yearold. 1
'With The Passian of the Christ
now in theaters, I was reminded
of the fact that my last two expe. riences. with religion have been
through fihn. Two fihns, The Last
( ,
Temptatian . of Christ (not The
Clµist, just normal 'Christ) and
Do!f"l4,1 made . me ponder reli.gion m:ore then any priest in my .
life had ever done. .
. .,
In 1988, Martin Scorsese's The Last Temptation of Christ
was met with outrage by the ·
. Catholic league. Calling the film
blasphemous (which technically
it is), there were threats of vio- ·
lence and destruction of theaters
that played the fihn. Due to, that
fact, the biggest theater chain at
the time did not carry the fihn.
But it was released, doing decent
business, and iS now an inter~sting footnote in the career of
America's greatest auteur. The
first time I saw the film was in .
1998. It blew me away. The fihn
did something that I thought
could never be done: It made
Jesus a relatable character. He
had flaws, he had doubtS and he
had problems just like everybody • .~
· else.
Ii;i 1999, Kevin Smith's
Dogma was finally released. After
a year of delays, the film was sold
to another studio (Llons Gate)
after Miramax (a division of
Disney) had received death
threats against the director of • .,.ri
the film (a practicing Catholic) ,
and the studio head~, ·Bob and . ·
Harvey Weinstein, who are both · ~;,.
Jewish. Oddly enou~, ·after the · :
· fihn was sold, the threats went •
away, the fihn was released with
minimal picketing (director • ,.r
Smith even picketed the fihn
himself without anyone noticing)
and generally people agreed that
the fihn was a harmless satire.
They're filmed two-dimen- ·
s~onal
images, : yet they've
touched me more then any other •
religious figure or religious.litera- '
ture. And these . two particular ·
films are pictures that have
offended thousands by their content. I'm silre there are others
like m~, people inspired by these ,
works, who understand that
/)
these are not hateful films but
fihns layered iri love. Love for
fihn, love for religion and love for
thought.
I wonder how I'll feel when I
exit The Passian of the Chri$t, a
film not picketed but embraced
by the Catholic League. A fihn,
"' )
much like Dogma and Last
Temptation, that has been
attacked and attacked again by
,
people that haven't seen the finished product. I wish people .
. would reserve their judgments : :
for the fihn until they've seen it : ·
and remember that Passian is · :
not only a religious statement.
It's also a film, and it should be •
judged on both levelS..

...

Melodrama and realism merge in·Gloomy Sunday .

GloomySunday (unrated)

The Cinescene

•

In .review
Compelling film
breathes new life into
Holocaust movies

CINESCENE

•

~'

.

BRETT RYAN BONOWla

A few years ago the comedy troupe known as Broken Lizard came out with a hilarious film about state troopers. They ~e
now ret;urnihg to the big screen for their sophomore picture about an :j.sland resort where the blood starts flowing almost as
much as the booze. Think Scary Mavie done in the comedy style of Super Troopers.
'

/'

..

Dirty Dancing: Havana Nights
(PG-13)
.
Drama

In 1987 Patrick Swazye and Jemiifer Grey danced dirtily and people loved it. How did that happen? Now in 2004 they are
making the movie again, but with unknown. actors, and set it in prerevolution Cuba. Despite the, alternative title Dirty
Dancing with Castro, if this movie becomes successful, it will still confuse us as to why.

~dirtydondnghavananights.com

Twisted(R)
Psychological thriller
• www.twistedmovie.com
I

Ashley Judd plays a newly appointed police detective on the trail of a serial killer. When it is found out that all the victims
have had a sexual encounter with Judd, and she has periods where she blacks out with no alibi, sh e becomes the prime suspect in h er own investigation. For once we don't have much bad stuff to say about a movie we preview. With a decent cast,
director, and a surprise ending this psychological thriller may actually be pretty good.
·
. ·

E-mail Brett Ryan Bonowia at
brett@theindie.com

•

New on DVD March 2

•

'

The Passion of The Christ

12:00 p.m. 1:00 2:00 2:45 3:45 4:45 6:35
7:35 8:25 9:2510-25 11:15 12:15 am .

••

Against the Ropes

·

12:10 p.m. 2:30 5:15 10:10 12:30 am.

Jack Black takes audiences back to School

Confesslons of a Teenage Drama Queen

1:05 p.m. 3:15 5:25 7:40 9:4511:50
Eurotrip

12:45 p.m. 1:45 2:55 3:55 5:05 6:05 7:15
8:20 9:30 10:40 11:40
Welcome to Mooseport

12:20 p.m. 2:50
50FimDates

12:25 p.m. 1:15 1:50 2:35 3:25 4:05 5:00
5:40 6:25 8:00 8:50 10:20 11:05 11:55
12:25a.m.
Barbershop 2

. 12:55 p.m. 12:55 3:20 3:20 5:45 8:15
10:45 10:45 12:20 am.
Catch That Kid '

12:50 p.m. 6:15 11:35
Miracle

12:40 p.m. 3:30 12:15 a m.

• :'9

You Got Served

1:35 p.m. 3:40 5:50 8:0510:1512:30 a.m.
The Butterfly Effect

2:20 p.m. 4:40 7:30 10:00
Along Came Polly

.

1:00 p.m. 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40 11:45
Cold Mountain

3:00 p.m. 8:30
Monster

.

12:30 p.m. 2:50 5:30 7:55 10:35
~

' The lord of the Rings:The Return ofthe King

12:35 p.m. 4:30 8:35

,

Regal Oviedo Marketplace
1500 Oviedo Marketplace, 407-977-1107
Brol<en Lizard's Club Dread

1:30 p.m. 4:30 7:00 9:50 12:20 am.
Dirty Oandng: Havana Nights

12:30 p.m. 2:40 5:107:2010:00 12:10 am.
Twisted

.

12:10 p.m. 2:30 4:50 7:10 9:50 12:W am.
The Passion ofThe Chriit

12:00 p.m. 12:20 12:40·1:30 3:00 3:30
4:00 4:30 6:40 7:00 7:20 S:OO 9:40 10:10
10,30 11:30

•

Against the Ropes

12:50 p.m. 3:40 7:10 10:20
Confessions ofa Teenage Drama Queen

12:40 p.m. 3:00 5:20 7:40 10:10 12:20 am.
Eurotrip

12:20 p.m. 2:40 5:00 7:20 9:40 12:00 a.m.
Welcome to MOCKeport

1:00 p.m. 3:50 7:30 10:20
50FimDates

.

,

12:00 p.m. 12:30 2:30 3:00 4:50 5:20
7:10 7:40 9:30 10:20 12:00 am.
Barber>hop 2

12:40 p.m. 3:40 7:00 9:40 12:00 am.
Miracle

12:20 p.m. 3:30 6:30 9:30
You Got Served

12:10 p.m. 2:40 7:40
The Butterfly Effect

5:00 p.m. 10:00
Along Came Polly

12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:50 10:10
.Cheaper by the Dozen

2:30 p.m. 7:30
Cold Mountain

12:30 p.m. 3:40 8:00 11:30
Monster

1:00 p.m. 4:00 6:50 9:30 12:10 a.m.
The lord ofthe Rings: The Re.tum of the King

12:50 p.m. 6:30 10:40
Mystic River

12:20 p.m. 3:30 6:40 9:50
lost Jn Translation

12:00 p.m. 5:00 10:00 12:20 am.

Regal Waterford Lakes
541 North Alafaya Trail, 407-207-9110
Broken Lizard's Oub Dread

· 12:30 p.m. 3:30 7:10 9:50 12:40 am.
Dirty Dancing: Havana Nights

12:10 p.m. 2:40-5:30 8:00 10:30 12:50 am.
Tw~~ . ·n , k'I. • • •
.
., 12:20 p.m. 0:<10 6:50 9:30 12:30 am.
The Passion of The Christ

•

12:00 p.m. 12:30 1:00 1:80 3:30 4:00
4:20 5:10 7:00 7:00 7:20 8:00 8:30 10:10
10:30 10:50 12:00 a m.
Against the Ropes

12:00 p.m. 4:40 7:30 10:20 12:30 am.
Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen

band what rock is really all
about.
Tlie young, inexperienced
School ofRock (PG-13)
actors seem to genuinely enjoy
Black's on-screen antics. His
Theatrical release:Oct.3,2003
Box office gross: $811 million ·
childlike qualities are cru~ial
to the children's success as
If the commercial and crit- actors and film's overall sucical success of School of Rock cess with its audience.
is any· indication, Jack Black
Armed with his musicians,
has found his Hollywood fans, groupies and roadies,
niche .as an over-the-top goof- Black has a few obstacles to ·
ball comic with a tendency. to overcome. 'H is most challengrock.
ing and immediate roadblock
. Black will undoubtedly be is the straight-laced school
typecast as such, which is principal played by , Joan ·
good for two reasons. First, he Cusack.
is an over-the-top goofball;
As the "straight man" tb the
Second, it's the only role he's outrageous Black, Cusack hits
adept at playing. In School of exactly the right pitch. Her
Rock, he plays his part per- character is a mean stickler
fectly, perhaps as only th'e pop- for the rules, but she has a
ular faux-rocker
weakness - namely Stevie
As ,the musically obsessed Nicks - that plays a promiDewey Finn, Black's character nent :role in the plot's develophas only one goaj. in life - to ment.
be hardcore. To reach this oftThe movie doesn't deviate
desired plate~.u, Finn plays from the formulaic approach
guitar in a small-time garage to films like these - the rouse
band. Or at least he did play is uncovered, lessons are
the guitar, until his bandmates learned :µid everyone lives
fire him for liis freakishly long hardcore ever after. ·
solos and peculiar stage rou- ·
But the , formula has
tine.
·
worked before in . films like
· With no source of income Kindergarten Cap and it works
. and his uptight 'roommate · here in School of Rock.
(Mike.White) breathing down Finding the elusive G-chord
his neck for rent payments, has never been quite so enterFinn does what we all do when taining.
we're strapped for cash - he
poses as a substitute teacher Special features
at a prestigi.ous·private school.
Too much Jack Black? '
Walking-into the classroom That's just plain impossible.
of elementary students,. Black
School ofRock's special feabegins his cliched journey as tures do come about as close
the comedic fish-out-of-water. as humanly possible to the
His curriculum, at least to "too much Jack Black" level.
start with, ·consists mainly of Black has a commentary, an
recess and "chill-out" time. M1V Diary episode, his pitch
But once he figures out that to Led Zeppelin and a music
several students are also video.
enrolled in the music proBut the award for the most
gram, his interests are pealced, unique and interesting feature
and the children are subjected goes to the commentary by the
.to more demanding courses children who co-starred in the
like History of Rock and film alongside Black. Their
Theory of Rock.
·insights aren't necessarily"the
The Id.els, who are supposed most technical explanations of
to be fifth graders, show a lot the filmmaking process,
of promise, and Finn decides which is a welcome diversion
he wants to enter them in the · from the normal commentary
, upcoming Battle of the Bands. by the cinematographer's secThere, he'll show his former ond cousin.

MIKE RIEGEL
Staff Writer

ean.

Now available on DVD
. Pieces ofApril
(PG-13)

Theatrical release:
Oct.17,2003
Box office gross:
$2.36million

.

I

'

Pieces of April is ~hocking proof that a film can feature both Katje Hohnes and Sean

Hayes and still be credible. This modest, digital video-shot indie is a low-budget, feelgood charmer that should become a staple of Thanksgiving Day 'entertainment for dysfunctional families. \Vriter-director Peter Hedges juggles what could be intense drama
with caustic comedy and a stream of sweet moments. This p;:ist fall's biggest adventure
story didn't come from a Hollywood blockbuster, but from Hohnes' quest for an oven.
You can't go wrong with a soundtrack by Stephin Merritt either. The DVD features a
commentary by Hedges and a fea~ette.
"
1

The Missing
(R)
Theatrical release:
Nov.26,2003
Box office gross:
$26.Smilllon

Despite .boasting a jaw-dropping cast and a bankable director in Ron Howard, this
. bleak Western came and went so quickly, few folks even acknowledged it. BorroWing the
skeletal structure of The Searchers, The Missing follows ·Cate Blanc):i.ett and her
estranged father Tommy Lee Jones across the American Southwes!.• in search of
Blanchett's kidnapped d!J.ughter. This sounds like it could be excellent; find out for yourself why nobody saw it. It's loaded with more extras than a Lard ofthe Rings casting call,
with 11 featurettes, .deleted scenes, a commentary, alternate endings, and even three of
Howard's early short films.

WHOA!
Machete Phtl

Almost Got You

In review

12:50 p.m. 3:40 7:20 9:50 Eurotrip

12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:50 10:30 12:50 am. '
Welcome to Mooseport

12:20 p.m. 3:50 7:00 9:50 12:40.am.
50Fim0ates

12:30 p.m. 2:30 4:00 7:00 7:30 9:40
12:10 am.
Barbershop2

·12:30 p.m. 3:50 12:20 am.
Miracle

More reason to be
hated by French

12:20 p.m. 3:40 q:50 10:00
You Got Served

·

12:10 p.m. 5:00 10:10
The Butterfly Effect

12:40 p.m. 4:00 6:4,0 9:40 12:30 am.
Along Came Polly

1:10 p.m. 7:4Q
Cold Mountain

3:30p.m. 6:50 10:10
Monster

12:40 p.m. 4:30 7:10 10:00 12:50 am.
The lord of the Rings: The Return of the King

12:00 p.m. 4:10 1'!:30
Something's Gotta Give

12:10µ.m.
Mystic River

Not even talented
Mr. Damon can
save Euro~rip

n· •~

~

4:10 p.m. 10:20

Regal Winter Park
510 NOrlando Ave.,407-628-0163
Broken lizard's Oub Dread

12:30 p.m. 3:25 6:50 9:15 12:10 am.
Twisted

' ·

Eurotrip (RJ
.Comedy

www.eurotrip-themovie.com

BRETT RYAN.BONOWIU
StaffWriter

1:15 p.m. 3:45 7:05 9;30 12:00 am.
The Passion of The Christ

12:00 p.m. 12:40 1:20 3:30 4:00 4:30 7:00
7:30 8:00 10:00 10:30 11:00
Against the Ropes

11:55 am. 2:45 p.m. 5:25 8:05 10:55
Confessions of a Teenage Orama Queen

12:25 p.m. 2:50 5:05 7:35 10:10 12:20 am.
Eurotrip

12:05 p.m. 2:40 5:15 7:50 10:15 12:35 am.
Welcome to Mooseport

1:00 p.m. 3:55 7:10 9:50 12:25 a,m.
50Fim0ates

12:10 p.m. 2:35 5:00 7:40 10:40
Barber>hop 2

4:10 p.m. 9:25 12:05 am.
Miracle

.

,

. 12:20 p.m. 3:35 6:40 9:40
The Butterfly Effect

3:50 p.m: 9:55 12:30 am.
Along Came Polly

12:35 p.m. 3:10 8:10
Cold Mountain

The one star in this review
is solely for the cameo by Matt

Damon. About 10 minutes
into the film, Damon appears
as the man who's had Scotty's
(the main character, I guess)
girlfriend for long enough of a
time to be able to say "Happy
Anniversary" to her. This is
the only funny scene in the
film.
While Eurotrip does have a
couple of laughs, most of
them stem from some sort of
reprise of the Damon-sung

song "Scotty Doesn't Know,''
which in itself is a song malcing the main character out to
be a buffoon. So how are you
supposed to root for a guy
who's obviously oblivious to
the actions of his girlfriend?
The plot is rather wealc and
mostly an excuse for coming
·up with lame set pieces
involving robots, soccer play- .
ers and brothels.
The writers and director of
this film seem to know they're
following a formula and try ·
diligently to insert a couple
new jokes here and there.
Sadly, most of them fall flat.
' Eurotrip is
strange film,
to release in February. It takes
place around events like graduation and the summer, hardly something people can
relate to when even F1orida is
reporting temperatures in the
40s.
So do yourself a favor, look
for the showtimes to Eurotrip.
If it's playing at 1:10, come in
around 1 :20, stay for the Matt
Damon cameo and then
excuse yolirself to the lavato-

a

ry.

12:15 p.m. 3:40
Monster

~Ow Have Another
And Hit The Theaters!

1:10 p.m.. 4:15 7:20 10:0512:40 am.
The Fog of War

.

12:50 p.m. 4:20 7:55 10:50
The lord of the Rings:The Return of the King

'

11:55 am. 4:05 p.m. 8:15
Something's Gotta Give

12:55 p.m. 6:55
Gloomy Sunday

1:05 p.m. 6:45
Mystic River

7:15 p.m. 10:35
lost in Transladon

5:40 p.m. 10:45

Enzian Theatre
1300 S. Orlando Ave., 407-629-1088
Girl with a Pearl Earring
Friday (2127): 4:30 p.m. 7:00 9:30

Saturday (2128) -2:00.P.m. 4:30 7:00 9:30
Sunday (2129): 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
Monday (3/01) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
Tuesday (3/02) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
Wednesday (3/03) -.7:00 p.m. 9:30
Thursday (;w4): 7:00 p.m. 9:~

~isted times weekend ~less noted,

All show times subject to change.
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Billboard top five aibums ...
1. Norah Jones, Feels Like Home
2. Kanye West, The College Dropout
3. Kenny Chesney, When The Sun Goes Down
4. OutKast,Speakerboxxx/The Love Below
5.Josh Groban,Closer

Bill

"'

for the week of February 26 -March 3

••

How would Jesus rock 'n' rOll?
Based op these lyrics, God should sue for copyright infringement ,

JERROD ROCKHILL

NO-FIDELITY
Music doesn't save

, DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

Throughout history, great music
has been written as a commentary on
religion. But what happens when rock
and God mix? In the hands of a talented artiSt, the results can be spectacu- ·
lar. When a less-than-competent musician takes a stab at spiritual subject
matter, however, well, it can result in
spectacular lyrical disasters. Here are
the "best" of the ill-c.~mceived and
· badly executed Lyrical Odes to the Big

cian'' taking a rhyme scheme too far.
When "givin' Sparky a big ole
bone/while eating ice cream off a
cone," sounds better than the actual
lyrics, something has definitely gone
horribly, horribly wrong.

6. "Hallelujah Hallelujah Hallelujah
Hallelujah
. Hallelujah/Hallelujah
Hallelujah Hallelujah Hallelujah "
Hallelujah" Styx, Hallelujah Charos
What's stupid here isn't the lyrics
but the fact that Styx tackled _the
Hallelujah Chprus. They broke Rule -..
4. Every single Creed sang
Thanks, in part, to Scott Stapp's No. 1 in the How to .-Write a Decent
J.C.-complex, Creed 'has the unique Holy Song Handbook: Never let effing
ability to turn all of its songs irito a reli- . Styx write/singlwhistle/hwn/be in the
. gious ode. With a talented band, this same club as someone performing a •
could lead. to great lyrics.. However, spiritual tuhe. Stick to shouting "I'm
Stapp is neither talented nor subtle, Kilroy!," guys.
and the songs have become tiring and
7. "He's God, he created the unioverblown. Beware. It's only 'a matter
of time before Creed unleashes t,heir verse/And he's greater than mi.r gavernment." Edwin Hawkins, "Do You Know
latest single, "WWSSD?"
WhoHe Is?"
•
Many people have often found their
5. "Samething's odd/I feel like I'm
thoughts plagued by questions like, ''A
God." The Offepring, "Bad Habit"
·This one iS almost too easy, but higher being may have created, well, all
when any member of The Offspring of this, sure, but could it take our pres- ""
makes a declaration of their God-like ident in a game of Parcheesi/Risk/batstatus, they simply must be called on it. tle · of wits/sharp-shooting contest?"
It shouJ,d go without saying that if God Fmally we have our answer. -Yes, God •
were in a band, he'd actually know how can best our president because He is
to play his instrwnent and be capable greater than our government. Bless
of: like, writing a decent song. Unlike, you, Edwin, for clearing that up for the
masses.
¥
these no-talent hacks.
what I want to· say! Rum pwn pwn!
I'm a genius!" Astounding. What works
wonders when forced to listen to this is
replacing the rum pums with "ga-dunk
ga-dunk dunk" Missy-Elliot-style.

Christian rock; what can I say?
This often-ignored niche of music
appears to be nothing more than a
2. "Looking ' for some kind of
source and a shelter for: the funda, heart/inside this ;big machine I don't get
mentalist Christian. We've all fallen
an answer except 011 011 01 ... " Sleatervictim to it. Often, catchy
Kinney, "God is a Number''
worms end up on radio, movies
There are two kiiids of people in this
and even the local pub.
·
.
world: those who like this song and
And that's bad because there's a ·
those who don't. It hurts to have to
nwnber of bands that have this
, Guy:
knock the Kinney like this, but while
secret hidden agenda about turnthe theme behind this song is interesting you into a churchgoing newly1. "Tryin' to make his way ing, the execution goes awry by its conwed with a child (see the definition
home/Back up to Heaven all clusion. To put it simply, never ever use
for financial anchor) while placing
alnne!Nobody callin' on the phane/'Cept binary code in a song. Please. Just don't
a down payment on your suburban
for the Pape may/Je in Rome." Joan do it.
home.
Osborne, "One of Us"
Don't forgetto pick up the Goo-,
Many people, upon hearing "One of
3. "Our finest gifts we bring/Pa mm
Gone while listening .to Creed or
Us" undoubtedly thought that ''yeah, . pum pum pum/I'o 1.ay before the
Evanescence because your wifey
yeah, God is great/yeah, yeah, God is king/Pa mm pum pum·pum/mm pum
misplaced the soccer·ball sticker on
good" would be the extent of the lyrical pum pum/mm pU.m pum pum." The
the back of your three-ton Dodge .
nightmare inflicted on the audience. Little Drummer Boy
·
But Osborne decided not to stop until
Someone actually wrote this and
Dufango.
Now, I'll admit it. I'm a horrible,
everyone was left bleeding from their instead of weeping at their appalling
sinful, addicted, secular heathen. I
ears. This is a classic case of a "musi- lack of talent, said, "Yes! That's exactly
live in sin with my liquor, almostpomographic cigarettes, hookers,
blackjack and cocaine. Well, maybe
not hookers and cocaine. I can't
:L
afford anything more expensive
than Albertson's Odka. They take
away the "V" for value.
I won't get ·into the argument
about icons, the seven deadly sins,
the, church's or several churches'
beliefs about music, image or vaniwant to stand up and dance
ty. I won't get into the nwnerous .
around in your room. Catchy
principles of many Christian
hooks and perfect placedenominations that modern
ment of keyboards complemusic, especially Christian music,
Genre: Emo
ment frontman Matthew
Genre: lndie/punk
violates and invalidates.
Release date: March 2
Pryor vocal style as he sings
Release date: Feb. 24
Record label: Vagrant
I also won't get into churches,
Record label: Blackball
"Strange choices you've
especially modem churches, using
been
making/they will be
RICKY SURILLO
technology, false images and irons
coming back to you," on
Staff
Writer
to pe:rSuade individuals to join their .
"Wouldn't Believe . It". The
churches. I won't get into religious
The Get Up Kids should . song even ends with a nice
establishments using design and
be called The ·Grown Up twist when it turns into a .
art prirtciples that are totally
crowning
achievement.
Kids.' After the first attempt' lounge-style breakdown.
JOHN THOMASON
against their religious ideals to wow
The lyrics seem to have a
This albwn has been
of .a mature album in their
indie Editor
people into becoming Christians,
the receipt of many a criti2002 release On a Wire, they religious overtone throughsinfully inflating their images to
OJ::ie of the best records . cal praise, despite its limitpull it off almost flawlessly out the early part of the CD,
attract people to become saved.
of the 1990s will finally see . ed time on the shelves,
in Guilt ·show. They prove as. in the first song, when
Wait, I think .I just got into it.
the light of day . again; no with all of the following
that you can still grow up Pryor sings, "God blessed is
Regardless, on to the discussion .of
more
will
recent I applying: It's the best popa man of conviction." If that
and not suck. .
music.
Jawbreaker converts have punk _albwn of its generaNot that there was any- isn~t your cup of tea, it
· Let's start with good old
to hunt this gem down on tion, it's an emo record you
thing wrong with their · old -shouldn't stop you from lisChristian rock. The words · should
eBay thanks to Blackball's can listen to without all the
style of writing, but we all tening to the rest of the CD,.
. never have been placed together.
luscious, loaded release. · baggage that . comes with
have to grow up sometime. because the lyrics get better
But where there's pop music and
This albwn has been out of listening to an emo record,
The CD starts out with driv- as the album progresses.
middle-class Anglo-Europeans with
print for years thanks to its raw, naked emotion, pop·
ing guitars and a beat that Pryor swoons, "~ever I lied,
nothing better to do th;m drive
their Unfortunate stint at hooks and searing riffs
will stick in your head what would it be?/If I were
their
Honda
Civics,
vote
DGC, making Jawbreaker make it the Nevermind of
instantly · on "Man of to die because you discovRepublican and go .to church, it
another testimonial in the the indie ·scene. Whatever
Co11viction." It continues ered me," on the mellow
happens.
"major labels bad, indie you call it, after all the
with music that makes you track "Is There a Way Out?"
The biggest irritator about
labels good" argument. labels and trends die down,
Christian rock, however, is that
And if there is. any out-of- this will be remembered
nearly every. song is about salvaprint albwn that deserves decades from now as simtion. You already should have been
to be listened to, re-listened ply a fantastic alternative
saved. It seems IDre nothing . has
to and cranked to decibal- rock album. And now
changed since yesterday or last
shattering volwnes, it is everyone has the means of
week, so why do you constantly
this one, Jawbreaker's experiencingJt.
need saving? Unless of coµrse gasp! - you're a dirty, filthy, disgusting sinner.
How often do you binge on
black-tar heroin, have illegitimate
children, sleep with your n~igh
bor's wife, drink the fortified wines
and pillage? Often' enough to write
300 identical songs about needing
a savior and salvatio11, that's for
sure. So, apparently if you're. ·a
Christian rocker, you've committed
more sins than the Catholic clergy
Genre: Ambient
combined.
Release date: Feb. 24
On that particular note, Scott
Record label: Arts &Crafts
Stapp, the lead singer of the pseudo-Christian, pseudo-talented band
Creed, has been rumored to have
recently fired his music video
director because he wasn't portrayed like Jesus enough in hiS last
music video.
tal pop record with insaneJOHN THOMASON
I thought it was a sin to try to
ly catchy hooks shrouded
indie Editor
become a false idol.
in complex arrangements.
In any event, his hand-raising
There's no shortage of On Feel Good Lost, the
antics created an interesting ·
prettiness to be found on band hadn't cultivated its
music-video drinking game. Every
. Broken Social Scene's first pop songwriting yet; take
time he throws his arms up, take a ·
·record, Feel Good Lost. In the opening intro track on
shot of the finest Odka. You'll be
fact, it's so pretty, these You Forgot It, tack on 11
dead drunk, literally.
songs are the sonic equiva- similar ones and you've got
On Christiim hip-hop:
lent to the Miss America Feel Good Lost. The songs
That's all I don't .have to say. I
pageant. Clear)', a lot of are warm electronica comcould make that into a thesis by
thought went into this set positions that will either
itse)£ but my Christ bling-blings
of largely instrumental entrance you or lull you to
more than yours, Chrizzist in you
compositions, but 'it's also· sleep. Ifyou enjoy the work
·hizzey of wizzzorssizzisship.
no surprise this record of
Keith
Fullertpn
Really, how ridiculous can you
went nowhere upon initial Whitman or Loscil, this
be? I can't wait for the day I get to
release: Much of it is bor~ may be up your alley, but if
see the biblical version of rumpyou're expecting any signs
ing and indistinguishable.
shaker.
Broken Social Scene hit of the Broken Social Scene
it big with 2002's You you know and love, this
Forgot it in People, an maYjust be a soothing but
E-mail Jerrod Rockhill at
~
jerrod@theindie.com
accessible yet . exi>E'.rimen- forgettable sedative.

ear-

NewsfJins

Jawbreaker •

D~r you (reissue)

Get Up.Kids • Guilt Show
~

The record ends with a
great song with smooth· keyboard sounds and even better lyrics about arguments '.
as Pryor belts out, "Though
we had - a lot of words to ·
say/ didn't think we'd need to .._
have another damn conver- ·
sation about it."
,,
The Get Up. Kids have
come a long way from -l>
Something to Write Home
About and thefr first tour
with an actwµ tour bus; but
now it seems they have 'ii
found a way to go beyond a
typical emo band. . Guilt
· Show is · a perfect CD for
anyone that wants; to drive ·'!·
down the road and blast
some, for lack of better
words, fu.n music. Don't ...,,
expect this album to be
another Something to Write
Home About, but it isn't
another On a Wire either. It ,., "
stands out on its own and
marks The Get Up Kids' new
sound.
I

Broken Social Scene •
Feel Good Lost (reissue)
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Top five religious fashion-wear items ...
5.Buddha muumuus
4.Stigmata body piercings
3. Birkenstock apostle sandals
2. Louis Vuitton Krishna flower bags
1.Tnicker yarmulke

for the week of February 26-,March 3
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.Fashion file

What a trend
.i.,

and the God-fearing viewer, areas of your head that should
, yet she marches on that TBN be bald with chalk and shave.
stage day afterr day poofed, · 'fry shampooing with. some·
primped and rtrlfled to the Kusco-Murphy Body Boosting
nines. Now that's pretty punk · Wash for pomp and rnagnifi.rock.
'
cence. Dry and comb over.
ERICA DENISE GOMEZ
Bl,lt Crouch's coloss:il mop
.Tammy Faye, the unquesStaff Writer
of pink hair is actually a wig! tionable queen of televangeFor a more natural alternative list makeup, inspired the
OK,
"Jesus
is
My to the "Crouching Poocl1,e," try "Mary Magdalene ·eye." You
Homeboy" shirts are so Old bleaching your own hair with want to invest in some proTestament. No, really, it's time • Manic
Panic's
Flash clumping mascara, preferably
to take your style cues from Llghtening bleaGh kit, fol- in the $.99 to $1.29 bracket.
the fundamentalist fashion- lowed by a strawberry Kool- You might want waterproof
istas - the televangelists.
Aid tint for that · subtle pink· mascara as you'll be doing a
In the televange-fashion glow. Lavender .(or grape · good amount of on-screen
world, there is only one reign- Kool-Aid) is also an acceptable weeping. ' Howeyer, you .c ould
ing primadonna of style and substitu.te, as Jan's shade flue- forego waterproof and just let
she is Jan Crouch, wife of tuates between both pastels.
the mascara streak down your
TBN prez Paul Crouch.
· When trying to attain the face for dramatic effect. Apply
Forget the tired cliches ·about perfect televange-do, keep one coat to yoln;: eyelashes, let
Jan Crouch's tasteless and this simple tip in mind: Your. it dry, then repeat 58 times.
gaudy style. She is a visionary. hair's height should make a
For all you Jimmy Swaggart
Back in 1973, she knew that if. statement about your proxim- wannabes out there, http://
she kept her mega-do long ity to heaven. Think Gothic Relevantmagazine.com has a ·
. enough, it would eventually cathedral.
great option for that casual
com.e' back in style. For more
Men, the size of your Friday- a brown, poly-cotton
than 30 years, critics have dis- comb-over should be in direct blend "Up & . Coming
missed her style as being so relation to the size of ·y our Televangelist" T-shirt. For a
·two-dollar hoochie. But I say, faith. And if you haven't. more
apocalyptic
look,
cheers, Jan . . For decades, · begun to bald, despair :oot. http://FearGod.com has some
she's endured scathing criti- Faux-comb-overs are the new fabulous Goth-ish apparel. At
cism from 'both the infidel faux-hawks. Mark off the a glance, one of their T-shirts

Fun for fashion

DANADELAPI
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fundamentalists

NOT JUST SEX

'111

·' ~i~.Ex and the City
~~·

,Last Sunday I cried. It was
the end of an era, the period
~- · on a sentence. The end of a
.,., love affair - my love affair
with S~x and the City. My
.: , muse, my inspiration for this
-rn. column, the birthplace of my
~".' . obsession .with designer fash. "'" ions. First it was Dawson's
.. . Creek, now it's Sex. All these
series finales can really
.
wrench
.a girl's
heart.
l If'
.
,~
Sadly, to me it has now
~ become my "Ex and the City."
;:~, Though this· was one of the
L· ·easiest break-ups I . have ever
·~ ,,: experienced, · I realized that
:~ just as easiJy as that fabulous
' · show was canceled, many rela1
" • ' ·tionships will fall victhri to
'
defeat. All good things must
come ·to an end, leaving us·
only with those dreaded exfiles. And you never know just
when they will rear their ugly
heads.,
•.
Mine reared its cheatingex-head last Thursday. My very
first ex· to be exact ... th~ one
who got the ball rolling on :rp.y
f
bitter, cynical, caustic view on
;,, love. Just a random phone call .
·r that came out of nowhere. As
-!' if the impending loss of my·
~ ;>·• weekly
rendezvous
With
cti,, Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte
<•; and Miranda wasn't enough, I
,. tJi had to deal with my ex. My ex
--.;.: and his new baby girl.
This is , .a guy ~,whom .1:,
-:r haven't spoken to in almost
r:nAwo years. His daughter is I 0
'W months old. Explain to me
·w why he is calling me now?!?!
.111 Does he have some sort of ex-·
~ ::.·., boyfriend radar that tells him I
,; ,am in a exciting, new.relation~l':' ship, so he should reappear to
T try and shake things up?. Does
• ' ".>" he feel the need to make me a
l<' ·slightly more insane woman?
,... No thanks, B.
•: , ·
I truly need to know the
.... · reason for · these uncomfort., •able trip8' doWll memgry lane.
J': Every ex seems to do this.
1
ti Girls are no better about it. At
'" least we have the decency to
·w• make it a random, drunken
phone call. Girls know that .
being drunk is the ·perfect
excuse to call an ex and give
..,: liim a piece of you:i: ·mind. Hey, ·
, ,,,· we're drunk out of our min~s; .
. we don't know any better.
But what could you possibly
be thinkillg to call me completely sober? You suffer from
11111
what I like to call the Ex..,.;~ Factor. Everyone has it, gµys
and gitls, whether they will
admit it or not. It js that nagging feeling deep down in yolir
gut to see just how pitift;tl your
ex-love's life is since you've
: been gone. And you must ·be
.. prepared with a bomb·to. drop,
_.. just in case their life is seem~ ~ ingly perfect. Famous bombs
:2 to drop: I'm married. I have a
~ baby. I'm moving. I'm dying.
Llsten, all exes . out th~re
ilul need to cut the crap. These
phone calls and encounters ·
.-. are selfish, rude and definitely
show poor character - perhaps the beginning of a long
list of reasons why you were
'•. I: dumped. Too bad for me - I
t have so many exes out there; ·
so I will be· having these
~ encounters until I am 80 arid
~· . . unable to see or hear any. .._.~ more. Only then will I know
peace.
And as for Sex and the City,
I know it had to end, just like
all relationships. Antl it's true
that sex this . good can't last
forever but neither can an exfree life. You need proof? I'm
already saving up to buy all six
~ seasons on oVri and maybe a
:_: pair of Manolos to match.
~~ ~-·

'i":

-~Lt

Series finale

.

appears to be of satanic ori- lights the face rather than
gins, with its skull bearing a the body." The sWimsuit
666 on its forehead. Upon comes with . a bodysuit-like
closer inspection, yoti realize undergarment with , "bright
that the shirt says, "Fear colors at the neck and shoulGod! Repent or Perish. It is a ders to draw the eye to the
dreadful thing to fall intq the face", and a modest, looseouter
garment
hands of the Llving God!" fitting
This wo~d go great with the inspired by a priest's cassock.
Looking the part is essenstreaking mascara.
Now · that the outer tial, but you are incomplete
a
televangelist
appearance has been cov- without
ered, let's move on to what's name. Creflo Dollar has
underneath. The Pink Nun, uridisputedly the best name
a chastity advocate who dons ever. His wife, Taffi Dollar,
a hot pink habit, has some isn't too far behind. The ·
abstinence-wear for sale on Bible has a wealth of names
her Web site (http://geoci- that scream awesomeness.
Browse the table of contents
ties.com/pinknun50),
rncluding bq~ers with her or the endless genealogies
image screen printed on the (Matthew, chapter I; or .
front, accompanied · by .a Genesis, chapter 5) for some
friendly reminder: "You ain't goodies. Men, try something
gettin' nun!" You can :µso like Uzziah Exodus, Ham
purchase an "I am not a slot Revelation, Mizzah Moses or
machine!" T-shirt or "This Jakob Song of Songs.
Wom~n, consider Gomer
seat is saved!" undies.
Rebekkah ·
Modesty 'is another must- Basemath,
have, and at the beach there Habukkuk or Me-Zahab
is no need to be flaunting ·Lamentations (which would
what the bord gave you. really ' complement the Fear
http://Wholesoinewear.com
God/streaking .
mascara
offers swimwear that _"high- ensemble, by the way).

-
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Sex (Ind·the CifYs fi~; ~!f~rtain_ cilll

G
db aking
· rOUfl re
.HBO show over

1

in June 1998. After six suecessful seasons HBO has not
only lost an Emmy-winning'
series, but also a show that has
"roAe
· r'"' ...lX. 's'"'easOflS positively affected so many
au 8
viewers, becoming a ''virtual
anthem for the modern, single
American woman."
NICOLE SCHAUB
The tremendous success of
Staff Writer
the show has not only come
from -the brilliant writing of
It is official: Television's sex- Michael Patrick King1 and
iest and sassiest program, company, but also the viewers
which has become nothing 1 ability to relate to each characshort of a national phenome- . ter and their experiences with
non, is over. Sex and tfte CiJ:y bad dates, embarrassing
ended last . Sunday, leaving moments in the sack and an
· viewers saddened but also Sa.t- obsession for shoes.
Carrie Bradshaw (Sarah
isfied by its graceful exit.
As I sat with.my closest girl- Jessica Parker) is the open
friends last Sunday night sip- heart and h~d constaIJ.tly batping a. cosmo out of a, plastic tling inSide all of us who may
martini glass and stuffing my overanalyze just about every- .
fac~ with cheese and crackers,
thing, but in the end is sure
I realized that something· so she will find contentment.
close to me was about to end. Samantha Jones (Kim Cattral)
At 9:45 p.m., I, as well as 3.4 is our sexual side that somemillion Sex and the City fans, times could care less about
would have to say goodbye to emotions and just needs
fotir women who not only someone to give her the "Big
loved Manolos, men and New 0." Charlotte York (Kristin
York City, but also changed our Davis), although often ptim
lives and the way the worlcl and proper, is our ultra-femi.views the single and independ- nine side that dreams of. a
ent woman.
family, perfect marriage and of
Inspired
by
Candace course a Park Avenue suite.
Bushnell's Sex . and the CiJ:y Miranda Hobbes (Cynthia
book and Producer Darren Nixon) is the · independent,
Star's attempt to create a · career-driven side that doeSlll't
"true adult comedy where the want anything to be too consex could be handled in an up- · ventional or it will make her
front, honest way," the show p~.
After the· decision was
was born, first ~g on HBO.

made last spring to cani
.. r.e~airied , apj:l~j*1Jl always · all, they've remained 'side by
and the City. after its six~\.J ;..re;rnain a·su~9~~~f . .
,
side. Although they have person, many VIewers sadly await- _ · , The show'si eonclus10n not severed, · a form of contented die final episodes andl~li:it only shook <l}:)~ewers, but also ment within thems~lves had
the Writers had m st a'.-'~
. ·' · · ''.~ cast and not yet been met_ until -the
Carrie, Samantha, C :~"'
.
,
~. ,Appe'aring final episode of course.
and Miranda. Would ~~e, .~; ~p.{'.Jl!f.lfW , . ,, ~Kelly, and
As · the scenes flashed
end up with Mr. Big, wo'uld late night talk shows, the girls before my eyes, I watched a
Samantha get over Richard confessed their deep sac4J.ess portion of each VV-Oman's life
and return to her old ways, for the ending of something being filled. Samantha had
would Charlotte get pregnant, that changed their lives as well been truly loved and respected
ap.d would Miranda admit to as ours.
by a man.for the first time in
loving Steve? So many quesThroughout the years each _ her life. Charlotte and Harry '
tions and so little time .to character has dealt with their were adopting a baby 'girl from
squeeze all of these answers own issues with life, love and China. Miranda truly found
into just one final season, but their careers. They have faced love-in her heart and admitted
they di<,l it and in the end it tips and downs, and through it it. And, of course, Carrie got
''
wha~ we all so desperately
wanted
· for
her
- true love .with Mr. Big, contentment within herself and
finding her "Carrie" ,necklace.
Oh, and did I forget to mention that Mr. Big's name is
really John? That totally made
my night.
·_
Although we may not krn;>w
what to do with ourselves on
Sunday nights, and our lunch
conversations may never consist of "what do you thihk will
happen next on Sex and the
., City," we as the viewers of
such an amazing sh~w have
learned so much about life,
love aiad , the latest fa.Shion
trends. And. in the en~ tpere
will always be four smart,
beautlful women who lived on
a small island not too far a'way
that were best friends and will ·
forever remain in our hearts.
'·"
couRTESYHBOPICTURES
Bon voyage!

,., a
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E-mail Dana Delapi at
dana@theindie.com

Piracy and the funky Pharilbm
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

In the wake of Pirates ofthe
Caribbean, who could possibly
·hate pirates? Why, the FBI, of
course l Deciding to make
copyright enforcement their
third priority after counter-terrorism and counter-intelligence, they're beginning the
effort with a sticker. DVDs,
CDs, and games will now carry
a brand new label warning you
that' stealing is wrong,
Obviously, this will solve. everything. How's that for counter.intelligence? At least theyre
· not suirig anybody, right? Don't
~

get ·your hopes ·up, though. times, 'people liegin calling it
Vaporware.
This column's not over yet.
A textbook example .is the
Have you ever heard of
something
called Phantom console. You may
."Vaporivare?" It's an oddball · think that we're wittily calling
term coined to describe prod- it the Phantom because of its
uct:S that get announced, gen- elusiveness. Actually, we're
erate a lot of news hype, and calling it the Phantom
then die completely, never to because that's its name. It
see release. Sometimes this promises to be the next "musthappens when a project really have high performance game
did exist, but got cancelled for console." The only problem is
various reasons. Other times, that they've been promising
one company just wants to for the past year or so. Who
scare the crap out of their knew that something like gamcompetitors without ever ing news could have so many
delivering. ltegardless, when- . lau'ghingstocks? As you may
ever something gets mysteri- have a1ready learned, when
ously ·delayed half a billion multimillion-dollar corpora-

•

tions are getting laughed at,
they will look for somebody to
sue.
Enter hardocp.com, a .c omputer hardware site with a
reputation for overuse of
square brackets and readers
who compete to see who can
install the most blinking lights,
and fans , in their computer
cases. Recently, they published
an article about the Phantem
and its parent corporation,
Infinium Labs. Along with
accusations about its founder's
creditability, they tracked
down its · publicly listed
address to nothing but a P.O.
box in Longboat Key, Florida.
I

~'

I

As you may guess, companies · intent on wooing
investors ,d on't like press stating their lack of existence.
Infuritum quickly set up a conference to call the article ''false
and
defamatory."
They
demanded that the site
remove it within ten days or
face the judicial wrath of people with more lawyers than
products. Will the Phaiitom
ever materialize? Will it retain
its legacy as the most infamous
vaporware
since
BitBoys's 3D cards and Duke
Nukem Forever? Tune in next
.week for another edition of "as
the rumor mill churns."
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Get on the right tract with Jesus
AIVO You

JAY 1-4·c 1/
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...
by visiting http·: //www.chick.com/
catalogltractlist.asp.
There's a tract for everything.
One shows people walking on a
highway that leads to the edge of the
world and 'into. hellfire. There's
another that ~eaches the ~pparent
wrongs of Catholicism and warns
people to beware the "whore" that is
Islam. Another personal favorite
shows trick-or-treating children talking about how they're not afraid of
the people dressed·up as devils and
ghosts, because they believe in Jesus
- absolute gold.
But what's better than looking
tracts up on the Internet? Getting
them in your grubby little hands so

you can stay up till 4 a.m. gii?;gimg at
the amorphous images of God or the
thick strealns of tears that shoot out
from ch~acters' eyes when they
realize they're going to burn forever
for telling a white lie. ·
Pastor Rocky . Purvis of the
Downtown Baptist Church of
Orlando believes these nuggets ofjoy
actually do good work. "We know a
lot of people laugh at them," he said. ·
"Some of the tracts are directed
toward little children, while others
a.De meant to speak to adults. Kids
see a cute drawing and want to pick
them up. Adults see them and'either
read them or throw them out." He
explained that the point of them,
however, in all their theatrical glory,
is to spark conversation about Christ

in everyday life. "It's a great thing
for a Christian to want to share his
faith with someone who doesn't
understand Jesus, but is interested
in learning more," he said.
In addition to giving out Chick
· Tracts, the Downtown Baptist
Church of Orlando has capitalized
on the tract-fad and created their
own tracts. While not qu:j.te as tasty · dren interested in witchcraft.
Adding eitper type of tract to your
as Chick Ttacts, they're not much
worse. One tract has a picture of an collection is a lot easier than going to
angry pµnk kid with piercings all a football game or having the
over his face, reading, "Everybody's Church Stree.t people yell at you.
Pierced." The inside pages use Bible Note: They don't like it when you tell
verses to talk about how hip it is to them, "No, I'm not interested right
be pierced, just like Jesus did for now in learning about how Jesus
you. Aww. But nothing is as adorable died for my sins. I just want your
as the . tract that condemns the cute little Cln1st comics."
Harry Potter books for getting chilWhat can guarantee you a huge

f

..
I

collection, as well as a place in hell,
is to call a church that hands these
books o' delight out. Tell the receptionist you want to join the members . ,..
in some street action - ' or just ask
for them. The church was more~
than happy to give this writer a few'
- about 20 or so. It's up to you
whether you . want to actually join,
the church or keep them for you:r·self.·' .
_
· ~.
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1College ''K:itights''
9:00 .p.m. - Midnight
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Weekly BEER P·O NG
Tournament

ShoW your Student I.D,
Get $1.00 domestic draft ·
& 25 cent wings

(407) 384-0003

(with purchase of Alcoholic beverage)

Must be 21 or older

.
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$10 Entry ·$100 to Winning Team
(based on 5 teams)
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Billards
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Big Screen TV
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Game Arcade
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Entertainment Complex

WWfi.alomabowlingce·n ,ers.com
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Top_five religious foods we'd like to see ...
5. Box of Jez-its

4. Noah's animal crackers
3. Evian bottled holy water
2. Kaballah kebabs ·
1. Kosher pork

• for the week of February 26 -March 3 .
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THE GEEK LIFE
Salvation for the ·;
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Dear Oscar,
Hi Osc~~~You d~m't know me personally, butJ.l,'m a big fan of your8. My
mother introduced me to you when I
was a little boy.•I've stuck by you ever
since. Wh~n .e veryone booed you for
letting D~vid I;etterman host,. _- I
cheered yoµr bravery, 'a nd loved every11 thing from ' bis Cabin Boy outtakes to
his Uma/oP~ -.routine. ··When you
bothered me.With your English Patient
and Titan1~ wip~ baf?k to back, you
reassm;ed,Jne.'.e~~g. was all right
by letting ,- Sh~kespeqre in Love beat
Schpiel-b~tg'.s Saving. Private Ryan.
• · And then ;you_: weht, or~ on all of us
and let yo;ur RtisseU .Crowe _crush get
the best. oit yi;m, .I'll never understand
that one, Bµf I li:lt it slide, as lovers do.
" I didn't cdmp1ain ,w hen. yqu gave ,
Nicole Kidman an award, or even
· Eminem for that mattei. I've given up
on your foolish sisters Grammy and
Emmy, arid
'don't even associate .with
1
\ f ..
your thfrd cousin People's Choice
Awards or your younger brother SAG:
Brit now, I fear dear Oscar, that we
rrl'ay soon be forced to part ways for
,
' good: ..
' I proipiSe you thiS Oscar: If you let
The Lard of the Rings: Th.e Return of ·
the King win best .picture this' year,
we're through. I can get past your
ignorance towards foreign films, and
your devotion · to Nicholson and
S,n:eep,·but if you let this soulless epic
, ~. you will have broken my heart for
~e 'last tim~.
:~ I concur with the general consens~s that the Lord of the Rings trilogy is
stunning technical achievement. '
' P€ter Jackson undertook a Herculean _
~k and succeeped. He -gave us an
~~curate adaptation of a belqved book
-Wogy that. fans have been clamoring
£e1r for nearly five decades. But best
~ture-worthy? No way in Mordor.
Most insiders and critics are banking
at) it to win,.since you'll see honoring it
~ a way of honoring the entire body of
#ork. That's ridiculous. You did it with
, ~cino for Scent of a Waman -and
y~u're abou_t to do it again.
~ : It's not even self-contained. If a film
~·t st:ahd on-it's own, it_shouldn't be
eljgible. If it's one-third of a movie,
then it deserves no more than onetiiird of an Oscar. I'm an advocate for
~~cepting fantasy -films, which · are
Often overlooked or linderestimated,
~tit I wane.a good, •irinovative, standalone fantasy film to have this honor.
:"' That film 'would have to ~ contain good dialogue. The dialogue in Return
~beyond hokey. That's a big part of a
:{rlovie. If a film ha.S contrived dialogue,
:tt:should automatically be _e liminated. ·
c;li.vipg Lard of the Rings a nomination
Jone is saying you accept style over
sGbstance. Despite the red cai:p~t presfJ.ow galas you boast, I'd like to think .
ygu're less shallow than that.
·
~ ... Perhaps you really are that shallow.
starti.Ilg to think that you really
<JZ>n't care about good films~ Now I
ljffin't mean to jump to accusations, but
w,l,iy is it that the movies that spend big
'bucks often rake in big wins? Do you
hO.ve something against smaller films?
:OOn't even _try to bring up Lost · in
'JTanslation. You always let one indie in
tbere, and it never wins. Sure, you'll
we it a screenplay or an acting win,
~ut that's all. And the indy you pick is
never truly groundbreaking, it's usuala cheap overview of what indie films
t~present. I can see through your
V{jneer. You never grew up, Oscar. You
¢an't face the future. You're still
c)i,>sessed with these big set-pieces and
~·t embrace the finer things in life. ·
~w ma.Ily war films have you awardetl? How many films were set in modtimes?_I can't stay with someone
Who can't move on.
'. ' I'm going to :r:biss you, Oscar; the
~ches that ramble on, the showy
usical numbers and the self-indulgl\nt tribute montages. But that's a
l>pce I'm wiUing to pay. Oh and by the
way, just so you lmow, it's you. Not me.
~
· Your former friend,
'
Michael Lawrence
~!,h-1;

a
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- .:. tAJEB-.-LESS TRAVELED·

Dater to dollar, the best religions on the Web ·
/1

BRANDON_HARDIN
There comes a time in every
good humor colun1nist's ·life when
he has to step back from the keyboard, look in the mirror and come
to the realization that .he is, more
than likely, going to hell.
I know what you're thinking.
"But
Brandon!"
you
say,
"Throughout your columns, you
have.been nothing but a righteous,
courteous individual!"
To you I say: You don't really read
my columns, do you?
It is at this point you confess that
no; you don't, and that you're easily
distracted .and read all of the other,
more focused columns on this page.
And 1 ·can't blame you. Michael
Lawrence has made a convincing
case for getting Gary Coleman laid,
while Elizabeth Fernandez rocks
your geek world every week and
Angus ... well, we're not sure what
exactly Angus does besides com. plain and eat haggis. But I digress.
I'm doomed. ~ niy column, I've
. made fun of orphans. I said I was
~tter than everyone, including you.
.
There, I'm glad we're in agreement - it looks like I'm headed for
that lake of fire with all of the
screaming, where they . make you
drink orange juice after brushing

...

..

...

E-mail Michael Lawrence at
michae/@theindie.com

also

as

'ANGUS' BEEF
Hey you, come on and tell.me - Whats your beef?

'3i

etn

your teeth. Ugh. I'm not looking for- ·that's right. It's the religion of paper,
ward to that.
rock, scissors. What inore do I realAnyway, I realize that it might be ly need to say, other than there's a
my time to duck out of this loose "Roshambot" you can practice your
Christianity of .mine and slip into throws against to attain a higher
something more comfortable in level of spiritual consciousness? terms of afterlife. Because I really
don't want to -taste that orange http://tisiphone.dhs.org/-tschap/cosh/
juice/tooth brushing thing. Ugh.
Welcome to the Church of
' Here are some religious opportu- . Secular Holidayism. It turns out I've
'n ities tve been looking into.
pretty much been a practicing
member of this religion for years I just never realized it. To be a memhttp://www.churchofdaler.tk/
If there's one thing this world ber, all you have to do 'is nothing.
needs, it's more religions based on Just keep going about your thing
Indian pop stars - and who better and commercializing holidays.
to be your savior than Daler That'~ all yo1,1 have to do! -The C0$H
Mehndi? When he's not turning out (their acronym)
has some 9f
hit after hit, like "Tunak Tunak the best gods, like the Blessed ·
Tun," he can be found as the basis Easter Bunny and the Blessed _
for a religion that promotes peace, Santa Clause. I mean, · sure.,
brotherhood and turbans. The Christianity is great with heaven
Universal Llfe Church of Daler ~d all, but you can't eat or play with
~ehndi can even ordain you to eternal salvation, can you? Jhe
become a Rev.erend of Daler. Finally, Eas~er Bunny 1, Jesus 0.
a religion that combines my love of
·turbans with my love of Indian p0p http://www.beliefnet.com/story/ .
stars! ·
76/story_7665_1.html
Just in case you're the type of
http://www.emf.net/-estephen/
person who needs an Internet quiz
roshambo/
to tell you who you are, I have proThis Web site looks at Roshambo vided, this handy.dandy identificaa viable religion. According to the tion quiz. It is sutj>risingly in depth
site, Roshambo is "an evolving 'phi- _ and can give a variety of results. It
-losophy/religion that examines the says I'm a 100 percent match for a
tripartite nature of life and Upitarian Universalist, and · after
mankind. Roshambo is a way of reading the description I would
viewing life and people and attempt- agree - were it not for the fact I dising to make sense of it all via a set of covered the CO$H in the pr~vious
rules, classifications, and general link Oh well.
principles."
Butwhat is R.Oshambo?
E-mail Brandon Hardin at
It's paper, rock, "scissors. Yes,
brandon@theindie.com

ANGUS McWITHERSPOON
·It has come to my attention 'that
something is lacking between the
readers of this paper an4 the writ-ers. And do you know what that is?
Interaction.
All columns have an e-mail
address, and I know the writers of
the coltimns want you to shout
back at them. Y~u think they said
something stupid and wrong? Call
them out on it. They offended you?
Let them lmow, so we can make
· sure to do it more often. Is some
random thing ticking you off? Why
not e-mail it toius, so we can run it.

And then make fun of you for being
whiny.
Just kidding.
No, not really.
But we do really want to hear
from you. If you e~mail us, we'll
make space to run letters to the
editor and to columnists, provided
they are readable. Given the average indie _reader, however, I'm not
sure if that will he possible. But
we'll give it a shot.
So far, we've gotten about five
pieces of mail. Three of them yelled
at one columnist, and the other
two tried to sell me Viagra. I may be ·
old, but r can still move when it
counts! .
Anyway, the original idea for my
.column is for me to rant for a hit,
and then let you rant.
Have you seen the Ticked Off
section in the Orlando Sentinel?
Think of this coluffin as a similar
thing, where you can vent small
annoyances. E-mail them in. Keep
them untler 75 words. And we'll
run them here. We do reserve the
right to edit them for space, but

dori't worry. I'll do my best to not
make you look like more of a dolt
than you probably already are.
So, e-mail angus@theindie.com
with your complaining.
I made up some complaints
here so you can see what I'm asking for, should you be one of those
"visual learners'' (i.e. moron). _
. i've got beef with Steak 'n
Shake. They always separate the
black rocks from the white rocks
that are next to their drivethrough. That's just racist!
.
I've got beef with No. ·2 pencils.
What · makes them so great?
They're second! No. 2! They':re the
first loser in'pencil-world.
I've got beef with the guy who
burned down my house last night .
All my stuff was in there! ·
Ok, have the idea now? Start it
off with "I've got beef with;' and go ·
from there. We won't run names,
so don't bother.
Now tell me.. What's your beef? _

I have always mairltained that sci- ;
ence and religion .are not. mutually 1
· exclusive. There are always people
who say otherwise, but I think that :
the two aie- just Cllfferent branches l
stemming from the sarli~ d~sire. · :
. Humans crave knowledge., Why are ~
we here? What can we 'do· _to better .:
ours~lves . and prepare for_. the great :
hereafter?
.. ,
, . '' ;
As a ·child who attended a: fu:e-arid'- '
brimstone Pentecostal· church, I ;.
longed to attend a church where I :
· V\'.Ouldn't feel out of place for seeing :
.' the obvious flaws in the scientific evi- :'
dence presented before me. ·
'·
Of course, back then I didn't lmow
' .a bout the plethora of nerd religions
out there. They are taking hold and
may be coming to a temple, synagogue or mosque near you.
So without further ado, I .present
to you the top five nerdiest religions
around.
5. Heaven's Gate - How can you .
deny the nerdiness?. This weird cult ·
·combined · Christianity w.ith UFO
mythology and forced its Nike-wearing subjects to cut off their testicles in
the hopes that aliens will resurrect
their dead bodies and bring _them to
paradise
on
another
planet.
Supposedly, when the Hale-Bopp
.comet passed by the earth, a space
ship was waiting just behind it. They
all committed mass suicide in hopes
of joining the passing ship. Where· did
they come up with this? There is an
obscure story in Revelations that supposedly describes two people being
killed for three and a half days before ·
being lifted up to outer-space heaven. ·
4. The Church of The SubgeniusThis is yet another religion claiming :
contact with UFOs. Bob, the savior of '
humanity, has spoken. By folJowing 1
his crazy, nonsensical, n;unbling ways, :
you can befriend the invading alien '.
race that is on the way here to enslave
humanity. If you can somehow make '.·,
intellectual _contact with them, _they ;
will spare your life. Or at least that's '.
what I understand. I may be wrong. :
It's very pard to understand any of the ;
literature, as it is purposefuUy eso- '
teric. On the plus side, it's easy •
enough to become an ordained minis- -:
ter of their wacky church. Check out .
their Web site, http://www.subge- ;
'
nius.com.
,
· 3·, The Way of the Jedi - This is a '
re)igion that's really going places,
mainly to the basement of some ;.
Australian geek's parents' house. In •
Australia, more than 70,000 people ' ·
claim to be devout followers of 't he :
Jedi faith. These poor bastards must l
. have sold their soul to George Lucas •
in return for more memorabilia.
·
2. Scientology - Now this is a religion with · a cadre- of far-reaching
influential followers. -And a science- /
fiction writer created it! This gives it
many extra nerd points in my book. I :
just wish.L. Ron Hubbard wasn't such ;
· a crappy writer. I almost never put 1:
down a book unfinishe~, but I could- :
n't wade through even a quarter of ;
Battl.efiel.d Earth. However, his idea •
that ghosts of an alien species, anni- '
hilated by the nuclear bombs of
another species J:?efore the birth of the
human species, roam the Earth .
infesting innocent humans, who must
telepath~.cally eject said "Pirits, is very ,intriguing to me. I can't wait to give
him all my money and join the ranks
of Tom Cruise' in my utterly humorless devotion to slavery by way of ,
brainwashing! Yay!
L Aleisteir's Kamputer Magick! - ·
This site is just too precious to ignore. '.
Someone, it seems,· has decided that
computers are magic and that ' Bill ; Gates is the devil. According to
http://members.aol.com/pgrsel2/aleister/index.htm, Bill Gates prepares his
army in Redmond as we speak. Right ,
now he is consolidating his powers! ,
Someone should tell Aleisteir that •
AOL is the real devil. And that Apple ;
is the only real cornpu-religion.
Spending a fortune on proprietary
hardware just so I never have to see '
that damned blue-screen error ever
again is true devotion.
I

)
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E-mail Angus McWitherspoon at

E-mail EliZabeth Fernandez at

angus@theindie.com
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Smallpox
Vaccine
Study

-ATTENTION UCF
KNIGHTS
The

()

Central Florida Fair presents

'"'

-DOL·L AR·MADNESS ·

The Orlando Clinical Research Center 1-s Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpo?<.

March 3RI;>- 3P.M. to Midnight

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of -eczema or skin problems o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make ?II study visits and complete a d.iary after .
vaccination

FREE ADMISSION
(F6r Students qnd Teachers with School 1.D.)

-FREE ENTERTAINMENT
Featuring UCF'svery 0wn

'

Compensation is paid for time a~<:\ travel

$1 RIDES
\

QUARTER LIFE CRISIS
?

and over 30 shows daily including Toxic Audio_

Call today for more information:

$1 DRINKS

$1 FOOD

\

Central Florida Fair, West Coloniaf Drive (SR 50) between Kirkman and ,
John Young Parkway.

(407) 240-7878

www.centralfloridafair.com

Orlando Clinical .Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net
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KAARE ANDREWS
GREG LAND
A/ttANDA CONNER
MICHAEL LARK .
CHUCK DIXON
D~VID MACK
TERRY DODSON
JAMES O'BARR
FRED (PIRO) GALLAGHER (CREATOR
OF "THE CROW")
CULLY HAMNER
JIMMY PALMIOTTI
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BRANDON PETERSON
·
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